Archer And
Slavin
Indicted

Watson
Winners
by Peter Kin gsley
A writer of poetry and a. student of
international economics at Colby College
have been named recipients of Thomas J .
Watson Fellowshi ps, which support postgraduate study and travel abroad.
Grants of $7 ,000 each h ave been awarded to seniors J ennifer Barber of Newton Centre , Mass ., and Peter Schmidt-Fell nei of Riverside , Conn.
Watson Fellows are selected in a national competition for their commitment to
a particular field of interest and their potential leadershi p within it.
Miss Barber , an English major who
has been selected a Rhodes Scholar as well,
expects to spend a year writing poetry in
Quebec Province , Canada , deriving inspiration from the area 's literary renaissance and
landscape.
Economics major Schmidt-Fellner
will be traveling to England , Belgium,
S-witzerland , Zambia and the Philippines
to study international commodity agreements and the new world economic order.
He anticipates his visits will include
the London Commodity Market , the United
Nations Commision on Trade and Development in Geneva and in Manila , and the Com
mon Market head quarters in Brusse ls.
A graduate of Greenwich High School ,
Schrnidt-Fellner is a Charles A. Dana Scholar
at Colby in rec ognition of his academic
achievement and demonstrated leadership.
He earned the Putnam Prize in German in

Constitutional Conflict

Peter Schrnidt-Fellner (left ) and J ennifer Barber (ri g ht) who were named Watson
Fellowship winners.
1977.

Miss Barber will expand the scope of
a project in which she is involved as a
Senior Scholar. The Newton North High
School graduate is writing lyric poetry for
a collection dealing with Maine and Scottish landscapes , and relationships between "
men and women , Previous works , one of
them a thematicall y related group, earned
her college poetry prizes.
A Charles A. Dana Scholar for the
past two years and a consistent dean 's list
student , Miss Barb er is active in gymnas tics,

modem dance , and cross-country swing.
Comparative medie-val literature is among
her scholarl y interests.
Establish ed in 1968 by the Thomas J .
Watson Foundation of Providence , R.I.,
the fellowship pr ogram is administered with
the cooperat ion of 50 private colleges and
universities . This y ear , 70 graduating seniors
from 45 instit utions were reci p ients of
grant s totalling $515,000.
Eng lish Professors Char les W. Bassett
and Peter B. Harris are the Watson advisors
at Colby.

Colby 's Ethiop ia And The Model U, N.
by Susan Sprague

One thinks of the UN usua lly as a
meeting place for grim -faced diplomats in a
shad owy neth erworld where Wor ld-importan t issues are discussed in sonorio us and

Phi Beta Kapp a
Congratulat ions to the following
studen ts who wer e elected to Ph i Beta
Kappa on April 7, 1978.
Lee-Anne Meservey
Class of 1978;
Karen J . Miller
Richar d D. Afcranw Carl V. Nelson
Linda E. Page
J ennifer C. Bar ber
Lauren Proc tor
W. Mark Brady
Mary
E. Rolerson
M.
Brox
J ane
Paul Rose
Karla J . Desteul.cn
Linda J . Donnell ] Bonni tta M. Roy
Peter A. Schr nidt-Fellner
Daniel Driscoll
i
Bradford S. Gcrma ir Michael P. Scott
David H, von Winkle
Kevin A. Gliwa'
Scott P. Hamilton
Class of 19791
Verne K. Meckel
St ephen B. J acobs
Marc A. Garcia
Paula M. J ones
Mark
A. McAuliffe
Kleban
Allan J .
Angela Mickalide
Gary M. Lamo n t
Gregory M. Pfitzer
J . Drcnnon Lowell
Eric S. Roscngren
Elisabe th Mathey

idealistic terms. Colby 's d elegat ion , representin g the Marxist nation of Ethiop ia and
spons ored by the Int ernational Relations
Club , went to the National Model United
Nations in New York City . We discover ed
the incredible and complex organization of
the UN and the inner dissensions which
characterize it.
The deba te in most committees start ed on the question of the day: should South
Africa be denounced for its racist policies
and suppressi on of the Black majority ? Th is
led inevitably to the question of whether
Zionism was also a form of racism , just as
abhorrent as South Africa 's, which directly
condemned Israel 's aggressive policies in the
Middle East. In meeting s such as the General Assembly, various African and Arab
na t ions were calling for point of recogni tion
and denouncing Israel as "a nation of Zionist dogs " to which there was much clapping
and cheering from the other delegations.
At this point , an arrogan t delega t e from
Israel had had enough of the verbal stabs ,
and he asked to be recognized.
"Madame Ch arima Ji ," he began , without
microp hone and in slightly screeching tones,
"I' ve heard a lot of talk in this honored
assembly (a slight grimace crossed his
face at this point) concernin g the sovereign
state of Israel. I have only one answer to

make to this trul y erroneous charge. Contrary to popular b«Iief , we are not a nation
of Zionist dogs, wc are a nation of Zionist
Not oil the action and deb ate was in the
Plenary Committee sessions. The Colby
p eop le." The assembly collasped in laugh ter , while Israel , obli vi ous , sat down ,
del egation was well-re pre sented. Debbie
Clark and Peter Forman were an the Economic and SociaJ Comm ittee, Laurel
J ohnson and Gary Kimbal on Disarmament
Dwight Darro w on Legal and Ann ette Lum
and J ana Kendall were members of a Commit tee of 24, which deal t with colonization ,
while Sunday Omatseye and Sue Spra gue
alterna ted between meetings of the organization of African Uni ty (OAU) and
the plenary committee of the General
Assembl y. Debate and procedure were .
long and tedious , lasting from °: 30 a.m.
to as late as 1 >30 a.m. Vet overshadowing
this all was the particular kind of influence
of the superpowc rs-th e U.S. and Russia. In
every bloc , their influence was felt. For example, in the Plenary Commi ttee, Cuba f
a Soviet "allv," was constantl y pressuring
Ethiopia to vote in the interest of the
Communis t bloc. Consequently, that meant
vot ing agains t t he OAU and t hus disrup ting
African cohesiveness which led to furious
caucusing and pointed accusa tions.
Continued on page three,

by Philip Glouch evitch
Two former Studen t Association members , Treasurer Mike Slavin and Social Life
Chairperson Pierce Archer , will be broug ht
up before the Student J udiciary on charges
filed by Doug Kap lan for fraud and theft.
Both Slavin and Arche r are being
charged for fraud under the Maine Cri minal
Code. Mike Slavin has also been charged
with theft. The fraud charge refers to misuse of telephones by the accused; the theft
occuring when Slavin signed the checks .
Fraud is defined as misuse of entrusted
property in section 17 A, subsection 903:
"1) A person is guilty of misuse of
entrusted property if he deals with property
that has been entrusted to him as a judiciary. . .in a manner which he knows is a
violation of his duty and which involves a
substantial risk of loss to the owner or to a
person for whose benefit the property was
entrusted. "
Archer estimate d the cost of the
phone calls totalled $110. The money has
been repaid by Archer and Slavin.
Executive Chairperson Sid Moh el
asked th e Student J udiciary to define
whether the "Representative Assemb ly
act ed constitutionally in passing the below
resolution:
'Th e Student Assembl y hereby empowers Doug Kapla n to file a complaint of
fraud on behalf of the Student Assembly,
against Mike Slavin and Pierce Archer , to
the Student J udiciary Board .' "
This resolution was passed 18-4 last
Sunday after Kaplan asked th e Assembl y
to support his charges again st Slavin and
Arch er. Controversy arose over the Assembl y 's ri ght to "emp ower " a student to press
char ges on behalf of the Representati ve
Assembly. Essentially , the debate fo cuses
on the limits of the Assembly 's power.
Scott Lehi gh , Public Information
Ch airperson and Chairperson of the Assembly , stated in a letter to th e Student J udiciar y) "Indeed , outside of requiring th at
the Assembly adhere to Robert 's Rul es of
Order and inform the Execu tive Committee
of its decisions...there is no clause or phrase
...gran ting to the Executive Committee any
power to strike down or condition any acti on oi the Assembly... *' Lehig h added t ha t
since the Assembly was not express ly prohibited from acting independently , i.e. without presenting a formal motion to the
Executive Board , the resolution supporting
Kaplan is constitutionally valid.
The procedure , according to the referendum that established the Assembly, is
th at the Public Information Chairperson
will "report recommenda tions of the Assembly to the Student Association Executive Board . The Public Informatio n Chairperson will also present all notions by t
Continued on pa ge thre e

Women J ogge rs
Cautioned By Dean s
by J ane Eklund
that this area is safe because it is so isolated.
"Any college campus is a magnet for
people who are ill." He referred to the
unsolved murder of a Colby woman five
years ago.
Another probl em is traffic safety.
Many runners wear dark clothing and run
on both sides of the roa d. It is often difficult .for drivers , especially if th ey have
the sun in their eyes, to see jogger s under
these conditions.
The best advice for joggers is to run
in pairs , facing traffic and wearing lightcolored clothing. For Hitch ers , don 't
take rides alone, and don 't get into a car
without a Colby Sticker.
Anyone who has any pro blems is
urged to report them to the Dean 's Office
or to Security .

Spring has finall y arrived at Colby,
but with the warm weather and bugs come
increased risks for students , especially women, who jog or hitch-hike.
According to Dean of Studen ts Earl
Smith , there are usuall y more incidents of
students being harrassed at this time of
year. Since Spring vacatio n, two women
have been surprised by a flasher who
jumped out of the woods on the County
Road section of the 'three -mile loop '.
Similar incidents have been reported ;
there are probabl y many more that have
not been reported.
"I don 't think that student s are always realistic about dang ers, but we have
evidence that there are a whole lot of
women who jog alone and. tak e rides
alone ," Dean Smith said. He add ed that
many students ar e under a false impr ession

J an Hogendorn , Grossman Professo r of Economics

Hogendorn To Speak
established in 1976 in recognition of dedicated service to the college by Nissie
G rossman , a 1932 grad uate , of W ellesley,
Mass.
Grossman is affilitated with the Evans
Products Co", of Portland , O r egon in his .
capacity as chairman of the board of
G rossman 's in Braintrce , Mass., the retail
grou p head quarters of Evans.
A par t ici pan t in numerous fund raising
campai gns for the college, he served as
chairman of t he Colby Corp ora t e Suppor t
Program.
Grossman , a trus tee , is post chairman of
the board' s student affairs committee and
since 1975 has been chairm an of the trustee
buildings and grounds commi ttee. He is
also a membe r of the plannin g and development committees.

J an S. Hogendorn , The Grossman Professor of Economics at Colb y College, will
speak Thursd ay. April 1 3 on "Some
Th oughts on the Convergence of Marxian
and Mark et Economies. "
Th e annual lecture , open to the public
without charge , will be at 8 p.m. in tlie
Lovejoy Auditorium on campus.
Chairman of the economics departmen t
since 1972, Professor Hogend orn joined the
faculty in 1966 after te achin g at Boston
University. He graduated in 1960 from
Wesleyan and received M. Sc. and Ph, D.
degrees from the London School of
Economics.
In ternationa ] economics and comparative
economic systems are his specialities. He
is author of several texts.
The Grossman Chair of Economics was
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by Scott Murchie

In past articles , we have dealt with the
dangers of nuclear power and the nuclea r
future proposed for us, as well as with ways
to eliminate our "need " for nuclear ener gy.
So far , however , we have given litde mention
to what could be man 's chief ener gy source
of the future: solar power.
Technicall y, solar energy is any form of
ener gy -which is ultimatel y supp lied by the
sun. By this definition , water power is reall y
solar power: the sun causes evaporation from
the sea to be carried to land areas where it is
precip itated and forms rivers that power
hydroelectric plants. Wind power is also
solar power in that heat from the sun causes
wind currents to form and po-wer windmills.
However , solar power by its more common
definition is sunli ght which is collected by
special panels to heat air, water or to pr oduce
electricity. Solar heating of air or water ,
despite what might be stated by propaganda
from firms interested in short term profits
from the sale of oil or coal, is technologically and econom ically feasible in most
areas ' of the United States today. In fact,
the harnessing of solar energy to supp ly
50-75 % of residential or business heat (20 to
30% of the nation 's energy demand) is
cheaper in the long run than would be similar use of fossil fuel or nuclear power. For
this end , su nlight is used to heat speciall y
blackened p anels whi ch ar e placed in an insulated mountin g and are covered with one
or two layers of glass to retain heat. This
heat is then transferred by an air or water
medium to be either used immediatel y or
stored in a tank of heat retentive material
like rock , water , or sodium salts. Such a
system is relativel y trouble-free and requires
no fuel and only occasional maintenance.
A well-built system , employing several hundred square feet of collector , could last for
fifty years.
It is also possible to use mirrored focusing
solar collectors to achieve temperatures of
several hundred degrees. Such heat , even
from home-built collectors , has been economicatlly used to power a stove or oven. A
larger potential for this type of collector
exists in the field of the generation of steam
to run an electrical plan t, and has be en demon
| strated oft en. Sunlight can also produce elec-

tri city dir ectly throug h photovolt aic cells,
which are expected to be economically competitive by 1985. Also, a recent ER.DA report
states that the period of time required to produce enough energy to rep lace that which
was expended in construction is only 6H years
for a photovoltaic cell, compared to °& years
for a nuclear reactor.
Althoug h man has not yet invented a cheap
way of storing solar energy for a period of
years , Mother Nature invented one long ago,
called the tree. Our forests are great reser voirs of solar energy which can be released
throug h the combustion of their wood. The
necessary wood harvest needn 't be ecologically destructive , since much of the harvest
would be taken as useless cull trees. Conti nental American forests , if properl y managed ,
could yield 3 50 million cords of wood annually ; only 150 million are currendy used for
lumber and paper. With sound forestry tech- •
niques and retardation of the growth of demand throug h paper recycling, the remaining
200 million cords could be burned to heat
two-thirds of the dwellings in the U.S. and
provide 20% of our total energy. Home
heating with wood wouldn 't have to be a
burden , as there are wood furnaces which
req uire only one fueling per day, and can be
adjusted to run for longer periods. The ashes,
unlike the wastes from fossil and nuclear
power are safe and contain valuable chemicals
The combined ener gy fr om wood and the
direct use of sunli ght could today realisticall y
provide half of our total energy. As newer
technolog ies are developed th at percentage
could approach nearl y 100. It is wise, therefore , to disregard the .fooli sh "warnings " from
ind ustries interested in selling nuclear and
fossil fu els, and move right ahead and aggressively utili se the bountiful powe r of the sun.
An anci-mtclear group is being formed on
campus , f o r the purpose of organi zing debates ,
films, and fact sheets concerning nuclear pow er. There are also plans f o r organi zing a
group to part icipate in either the Seabrook
occupation in J une or the publicity campaign
surrounding the occupation. If you are interested, contact either Richard Schreuer , in
328 Pepper at extension 539, or Scott Murchie in 302 Dana at extension 474.
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Prof. Schm idt To Retire
b'y Peter Kmgsley
Colby News Bureau
Professor Henry 0. Schmid t will retire
from Colby College at the close of the
current academic year after 32 years on
the faculty.
As a professor in the department of
modern languages he is credited with Several
[ contributions to the German curriculum.
P . Professor Schmidt introduced audio-based
s$5|*i earning methods to conversation and comf position cours es in German , produced a
manual and tapes that are used in pronunciation drills , and wrote the text
for a German conversation course which
he taug ht when the college offered evening
adult education classes.
He initiated changes that made students
aware of the sociological and literary importance of Volksmarchen and Kunstn iarchen
writings . He added a-study of Goethe 's,
"Faust ," and conducte d advanced courses
focussing on common themes among modern
German writers.
He taught seminars devoted to such important suthors as Tomas , Mann , Kafka ,
Hesse and the poet Rilke.
Professor Schmidt has done extensive
.
.,,
.
^^independent studies of German literature
spanning the Baroque and the modern
eras , including a detailed attent ion to the
major works of Teilhard de Cha rdin, and
he research ed and prepared a comparative
study of German and . American educational
systems.

Gewirth On
Human Rights
d> m&-

bV Dave R ice

¦

Thursday, April 6th , Alan Gewirth ,
Distinguished Service Professor of Philosoph y from the University of Chicago ,
spoke at the third in the series of Mellon
Lecturers sponsored by the Philosophy,
Economics , and Governmen t departments.
Gewirth spen t most of his teaching career
as Professor of Philos ophy at the Univ. of
Chicago and has been a visitin g lecturer
at at number of other American universities. He has also had the honor of being
Vice Presiden t and President of the American Philosophical Association.
The ti tle of his lecture Thursda y
1
night was "The Basis and Content of Human Ri ghts. " Professor Gewir th presen ted
jl>% V a careful and exac ting philosophical analysis of a term which is very often applied
I
to a variety of phenomena by American
government officials.
I

• STU-A
Conflict

Continued f r o m p ageone
majori ty of a quotum to the Student Association Executive Board as motions. "
Las t Monday, in a t\imultou» Student
Association meeting, views were aired both
suppor ting and opposing t he Assembly 's
action. By a 3-2 vote, the Executive Board
agreed to ask the Student J udiciary to consider the Assembly 's resolu t ion under t he
($ .0 Const it ut ion 's pro visions for J udicial review

The bronze Medal of Honor was presented
to him in 1969 by the Josef Weinheb er
Society of Vienna , Austria , for work on
the Vienne se poet. Professor Schmidt 's
doctoral dissertation , "The Affirmation
of Existence in the Work of J osef
Weinheber ," was distributed in book form
by the society to university libraries in
Austria.
A former editor of the German language
periodical , Unterrichs prazis , Professor
Schmidt served on the Fulbri ght-Hayes
Northeast Committee for Germany, and
while in that count ry in 1952-53 , represented the U.S. at a UNESCO meeting
in Freiburg.
Soon af ter joining the Colby faculty
in 1946, Professor Schmidt organi zed and
founded the Colby chapter of the national
German honorary society, Delta Phi Alpha.
A 1937 graduate of Ursin us College,
Collegeville, Pa., he received his master 's
in Germanics at the U niversity of
Pennsylvania, completing work f o r his
doctorate at Boston University in 1962.
Additional graduate work was done at
Deutsche Sommerschule of Middlebury
College, the University of Munich , Germany
and Princeton University.
Before coming to Colb y, Professor
Schmidt taught at the Anderson School
in Staatsburg, N.Y., and briefly at
Rehobeth Beach (Del.) High School.
To begin with , Gewirth stated that
hum an ri ghts are : "not legal or conventional , but moral. " A hum an right is what
"morally ought to be universall y distributed
among all hum ans. " Human ri ghts , th en art
not immediat ely empiricall y verifi able. W e
are not born with rights as we are with
legs. Gewirth equated human rights with
basic needs , which is a fact "all agents must
logically claim or. accept, on pain of contradiction. " These basic needs were stated
br oadly as "fr eed om" and "well-being ;"
these terms being defined as "generic features of action " necessary for agency , humans being d efined as "prosp ective, purposive agents. "
The result of such thoug ht is to conclude th at to recogniz e our own basic needs
is to recognize basic needs in others and
to work to preser ve them. These rights
can conflict and are never absolute. Ther efore Gewirth divided human rig hts into
categories as a means for assessing relative
importance in weighing a dispute of rights .
The end result of such an analysis ,
not surprising ly, confirm s most of our pre viously established notions , as A mericans ,
of what a human right would be, if we
assume that any such entity exists. Never
theless , for some it may have been nice to
hear J immy Carter , at least to an extent ,
philosophically affirmed.
The Student J udiciar y has been preiSDied two cases for consideration: First ,
the charges by Kaplan agains t Archer and
Slavin, and second , the constitutional legality of the Assembly to act independently
of the Student Association Executi ve Board.
Should the Student J udiciary support Lehigh and the Assembly 's resolution, the
Assembly could gain enough power to act
independen tly and bypass th e Executive
Board . H owever, the Student J udiciary
may rest ric t t he Assembly 's power by forcing them to abide by the motion procedure
thus keeping tlie Assembly under the wing
of the Student Association.

Henry Otto Schmidt , Professor of Modern Languages (German)
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the week, it had been a long process to understand finally the general character of the
UN. So many of us had thrashed over ecoIncreasingly one saw the gradual imnomic policies or disarmament agreements
mersion of each delegation 's Country, not
in committee meetings , feverishl y work ed
just in name , but in competitive spirit.
to type speeches and resolution to be passed
Since Ethiopia was at odds with the
the next day, only to have petty factionalSomalian delegation as a result of th'e
ism impede our efforts. On that Saturda y
aggressive Somali attack in the Ogaden
in the UN,' one could rise above the UN as
in Ethiop ia, the Somalian delegat es suffered a political organization , to the broader concept as & f orum f or the world of nations.
from gross over-identification. Fro ni time
There were the dominant forces of the suto time, they would accost various unsuspecting memb ers of the Ethiopian delegation pern atioiis , yet even in the microcosmal
r ealm of our mod el UN, one could discern
with fri endly remark s such as "Hello comth e growing influenc e of the African and
us
in
the
halls
with
munist pigs" or pass
Arab
nations in their collective unity. As
pleasant sneers.
one UN official.told us in the Introducto ry
National strife apart , we br eathed a sigh
Addr ess, -"W e are living on a knife 's edge."
of relief when the last day came, complete
And
from this UN, where all the small nat
o
f
t
h
e
G
en
e
ral
Assembly
with the hi ghligh
tions
strugg le for recognition , sover eignty ,
held at the UN. Pin al communiqu es were
and
power
in their own right , it was not
rushed in committee and bloc meetings.
enough
to
set
oneself apart from the lar ge
When we walked past the gates brandis hworld.
The
Colb
y delegation becam e in that
to
the
ing our 'official" delegati on badg es
week
,
a
part
of
the
Horn of Africa and the
guards , the time of make-believe had passed
United
Nations
of
the
World.
into a new atmosphere of reality. Through
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Roo m Draw 1978
The following information is important to all students , whether they wish to reside on
campus or off campus , or to withdraw for the academic year 1978-79. You are urged
-"to read this informatio n with care.
Dates and Deadlines : It is crucial that students be mindful of the various dates
and deadlines related to room drawing. Failure to observe these deadlines can result in
loss of priority or cancellation of room.

April 14

Completed off-campus app lications due in Eustis 207.

Ap ril 17

Off-campus list posted.

Cat egor y II:
Fra t erni t y

April 20

Fraternity rosters due in Eustis 207.

Category III :
All-Campus
Draw
-

April 24

Senior Number Draw

April 25

Junior Number Draw

April 26

Sophomore Number Draw

May 1

Senior Room Selection Night

May 3

Junior Room Selection Night

May 4

Sophomore Room Selection Night

Cate gory I:
Off-Carn pus

Prox y Rule for Students on Leave:

Students on approved leave of absence
have already received a mailing from the Dean 's Office concerning R oom Draw an d
should have sent the Dean in charge of housing the name of their proxy. Students
who' have been asked to serve as proxies will receive a reminder from Dean Seitzinger 's
Office.
~~~~~~~~~~"~—'"
Students withdrawing from the College may receive a refund of
room deposit , only if they notif y the Dean of Students Office and the Business Office
in writin g of their intention s to withdraw by J uly 1, 1978. This deposit will be forfeited if the student decides to withdraw after J ul y 1, 1978. The Dean 's Office retains
the right to fill the space vacated by all withdrawals without consulting the roomate (s).
Clas s Years:

10 am - 4 pm
Roberts 2nd Floor
10 am - 4 pm
Roberts 2nd Floor
10 am - 4 pm
Roberts 2nd Floor
6 pm
Roberts 2nd Floor
6 pm
Roberts 2nd Floor
6 pm
Roberts 2nd Floor

For purposes of number draw and the quota , we will
four class years at Colby as follows :
4 81-0
'80
'82 Incoming freshmen
'80-0
'82-0
'79
'81 Sophomores
'79-0
^ Please note that the Reg
istrar will determine class years and
, committee will not accept a chan ge in class year after April

consider only
J uniors
Seniors
that the
15th.

Withdrawal of Upperclass Roomm ates :

. . . . If an upperclassman chooses a member
from an underclass as a roomate and then the upperclassman withdraws , the Dean 's
Office reserves the ri ght to move the remainin g student to a different room.

Lottery
Numbers Are Non-Transferab le:
r
Coed:
Non-Coed Male:
Non-Coed Female:

Number Draw:

Averill, Dana, J ohnson , Marriner , Taylor , Foss-Woodman
Coburn , Leonard , Robins , Chaplin , Pepper
Mar y Low, Mary Low Annex, Butler , Champlin ,
Small , Sturtevan t

Thcr e will be Ane sets of num berS( one for eac h class; each stu-

dent will draw a nu mber. This number will then determine the order of selection of
rooms. On your class night , when numbers are called , you will be able to select a single,
double , tri ple or quad - as long as you have enough roomate (s) to fill the room to capacity. Also, you may choose someone from your own class as a roommat e or a member of an under class as long as the individual (s) can fit into the quota of the dormitory
you request. (When your number is called, you must choose a room - i.e. vou cannot
place your name on a list for summer placement . Only exceptions - see "Students Without Roommat es.") At the end of each number draw , numbers will be draw n for those
students who have paid the $50 room deposit but failed to show for numb er draw.
Please note that at the end of room selecti on nights we will not draw rooms for "no
shows."

The Qu ota :

A strict quota will be in use. After students have drawn for offcampus , fraternities , language floors and dorm staff have been assigned , the number
of students left will be divided into class years and slots will be reserved in every dormitory for each class year on the basis of this percentage. Please note that in Mary
Low and Coburn the quota will be by floor.

Eligibili ty Requirements:
1. Eligible
a. Only those Colby College student s who have paid $50 room deposit to
the Business Office by April 15 , 1978.
b. Students on approved leave of absence who have returned housing
preference forms and have paid $50 room deposit.
2. Inel igible
a. Those students who have signed fraternity cards for 1978-79.
b. Students who have been grante d permission to live off-campus.
c. Dorm Staff and their roommates.
d. Students who have elected to participate in the language floor.
J .D. Cards : < Each student will be asked to bring his/her I.D. to room draw.
If, because of class schedule or illness, etc., a student cannot be
present to draw a lottery number and/or to indicat e a room choice, a pro xy must be
sent with the I.D. of the individua l being represented. Please note th at proxy decisions on room selection are binding .

They must be drawn by all students
'" '
planni ng to parti ci pate in room dr aw. This includes underclassmen planning to room
with upperclassmen.

Board Plan :

to subscribe to the meal plan
<>n campus are required
^ students iiving

Off-Campus Living:

yMgji
One hundred and fifty students will be permitted to live
^ off-campus for the academic year 1978-1979. No priority will be given to present or
former off-campus residents. Second semester seniors will be granted permission first,then first semester seniors, then juniors, etc. Completed applications are due by April'H.
When completed applications are handed in, you will be asked to pick a lottery number. The excess over 150 will automatically become the off-campus waiting list for the
summer. Tliis list will dissolve in September and we will then maintain a class priority
waiting list with a lottery on December 1. 1978 for second semester off-campus requests
If we do not receive 150 applications by the deadline of April 14, we will allow students at th« time of room draw to opt for off-campus living, until a maximum of 1.50
is reached.

, _,

_,

So phomores
and the Waitin g List :
1

Because of allowances for summer attntion,
'
^
all rooms in the dormitories will be exhausted before all sophomores are placed. These
sophomores will be advised of their options regarding summer placement. The sophomore waiting list will begin with those students who were unable to draw rooms because no more rooms were available. Next on the waiting list, will be sophomores who
S&yfere "no-shows" or failed to" pick rooms when their names were called and rooms were
available.

. ..
. . . ,. „
Students Wit hout Roommat es : .
¦
If a person has no roommate when his/her number is called (and all singles are taken), then he/she has these choices:
1. The person can take five minutes to find a roommate without losing his/her
turn.
2. The person can leave to find a roommate and choose when he/she returns.
3. The person can return with a roommate before the next class night (thereby
losing his/her turn).
4. If the individual cannot find a roommate by the next class night, he/she
must go to the bottom of the waiting list for summer placement. These
students may not request placement with an incoming freshman , transfer, or
Pomona student.

. . may regishiPlease note that before room selection ni• ghts, students without roommates

ter in the Dean of Students Office for a self-serving listing of people in need of roommates.

Changes of Heart:

. "'
Once you have drawn a room in the fraternity or language
floor, you cannot change your mind and draw in the All-Campus draw. You could
request a room change on October 15, 1978.

Room Changes:

-~—————— After a student has chosen his/her room assignment for 1978-79 ,
he/she may not request a room change until October 15, 1978.

Single Rooms:

Students wishing to change from one single to another vacant
single (after October 15) will be allowed to change on ly after all the people on the
singles list have chosen rooms.
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No Shows:

" ——-——
Students who failed to show up for Number Draw but have paid the
$50 room deposit will have a number drawn for them by the Dean of Students Office.
If, on room selection ni ght, a person is not present when his/her number is called,
then the person will have fifteen minutes to show up and claim a room before going to
the bottom of the class list. During the 15-minute period , the selection process will
continue and the latecomer will draw when he/she arrives. When fifteen m inutes have
passed, the students who fail to show up for Room Selection Night will be placed at
the bottom of the waiting list for summer placement after the sophomores who were
closed out of rooms.

Students on Leave for First Semester but Returning for Second Semester
197S-79:
1. If interested in living off-campus, they should partici pate by proxy in the
December lottery.
2. If interested in cn-campus accommodations, they should draw a lottery number now for either a single or double consideration.

Attendance Deposit:

„

,__

_, „ . .

Occupancy for the Fall is contingent upon payment of a
non-refundable deposit of $200 on or before July 1, 1978. Room reservations and
places in class w ill not be held for students failing to m ake this deposit.

Language Floor.
Next yCar we are goj ng t0 tTy t0 ^0^^ a l anguage floor on
third floor Woodman . Interested applicants should contact Professor James Mclntyre
for details. Language floor candidates will be housed by April 20.

The
Austrian
altern ative
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• SUMMER STUDY IN NEW YORK CITY

ART SUP PLIES
74 MAIN ST

live with an Autrlan lamly • No langu age
requi rement lor admiuion • learn German by
wing It • Independent travel and organised
munkuwt throughout Europe • Skiing and ski
Instruction • FuMy accredited • Tra nsferable
credi te.
CURftlCUlUM INClUDfS :
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Upon returning to school in September 1978, you will be expected to move into
the room you and your roommate(s) selected at Room Draw. Any person who
makes a room change without the permission of the Associate Dean of Students
in charge of housing will be subject to a fine and will be asked to move back to
his/her original assignment .

BERRY'S

I Watorvlllc Mo.

•*'lM3

3. Students will be required to sign a preference form stating which dorms . they
would be willing to accept singles in. Then singles will be assigned automatically
without consulting the student over the summer.

¦^ ¦*w snHn_OTv ^anss _n_OTH__nan_OT___ ^ ii_^_n_i_ra

l.tardifHj ewplek
.40 Main Street I

2. As singles become available during the summer, the spaces will be filled by the
first person on the list, with second semester seniors receiving singles first , then
first semester seniors, etc.

XEG DEU im) '

185 Drunmond Ave.
Wat erville, Maine 04901

—

1. Students who are interested in placing their names on the waiting list for single
rooms should report to I>ean Seitzinger's Office (Eustis 207) between May 8
;; and June 1 to complete a single waiting preference form. Their names will become the waiting list, based on class year and lottery number. After June 1,
students may place theii names on these lists by a first come, first serve basis
by class year.

3
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includes: New Bosch points & plugs, all labor.

METR IC MOTORS

Waiting List fo r Single Rooms:

Crossword on page twenty-one.
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Columbia University offers over 350 under
gradua te, graduate and professional school
courses. Write for bulletin) Summer Session,
Columbia University, 102C Low Library,
N.Y j , NY 10027
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Women 's Week
by Alison J ones and Sue Erb
Friday — Colby Women 's week begins with a reception in Roberts Union, Friday
ni ght at 6:30. A preview of the week's events will be given, refreshments served and
entertainment provided by the Colbyettes and Ruth Chodrow. A trio of Colby women
flautists will also perform. A film, Rosie the Riveter, part of the week-long Film Festival, will be shown at 8:O0 p.m.
Sat urday — Colby hosts the statewide Conference for Maine Women. This meeting is
co-sponsored by the Maine Civil Liberties Union and the Maine Attorney General 's Office . Invitations were sent out to women in Maine ; and all women from the Colby
Community are invited to attend.
The opening speaker for the Conference is J anet Mill , assistant Attorney General and
Chairperson of the Conference . During the day there will be workshops and seminars on
top ics which includ e Blue and White Collar Employment , Famil y Violence Women Start^
ing Businesses and Feminist Utopias. Aspects of Maine Women 's History will be presented , and a dinner will conclude the conference with J ill Goodman , Staff Council for
the American Civil Liberties Union Women 's Rights Project , as speaker.
The dinner is open onl y to those with reservations; but the seminars and workshops
are open to all Colby women. Free child care -will be provide d by Delta Kapp a Epsilon and Chi-Ome ga.

Friday . - Health Day - Breast examination workshops will be held at 9:30 , 10:30
and 11:30 in the Smith Lounge in Runnals. Polly Moore will be speaking and showing
films. This is sponsored by Chi Omega, and is for women only.
At 12:30 , 2:30 , 4:30 and 6:30 in the Smith Lounge ,..Taking Our Bodies Back , a film
vividly portray ing natural childbirth , abortion and hysterectomy will be shown. This is
for women only.
At 1:30 , 3:00 , 5 :00 and 7:00 in Smith Loun ge, Runnals Union , "Know Your Bod y "
workshops will be conducted by Health Right , a women 's collective. These worksh ops
^
will be small informal meetin gs designed
to increase knowledge of women 's health issues.
Health Right prefers to work with a small number of women , so partici pation in these
workshops will be limited.
At 3:30 in Rober ts Union a worksho p enti tled "Eat Your Way to Better Health " will
be conducted by Anne J ohnson and Patricia Kir choff, dieticians fro m UMO . The pre sen- ,
tation will include a film on hunger , a discussion on obesity and an analysis of the
nutritional value of the Seller 's menu .

Sunday - Foot Race - It 's not too late to register; contact Barb Neal (Box 1103). The
race will cover the 3-mile loop, in a counterclockwise direction (going down Thayer Hill)
T-Shirts with the Women 's Week logo will be available .
Keynote Speaker : J ane Watkins
Jane Watkins is the Assistant Director for Policy and Planning of ACTION , the Federal
Bureau which co-ordinates many volunteer prog rams including VISTA , The Peace Corps ,
and the Foster Grand pare nts Program. Prior to her job with ACTION , Watkins was active in politics in her home state of Mississippi. She has partici pated in Democratic
stud y groups concerning legislative reform and was involved in the civil rights reforms
of the Freedom Democrat ic Party. Watkins partici pated in the Mo Udall 1976 Presidential camp aign. Her back ground in the legislative, bureaucratic and party sectors
gives Ms. Watk ins a solid base to speak on "Women in Politics. "
Monday - Career Day - A series of lectures will be held in the afternoon by Wellesley
College Career Counselors. Nancv Tobin and Sylvia McMullen.
worked as Resource Co-ordinator at the Career Services Office at Wellesley. Prior to
th at , she was Director of the Resource Center in Career Education Projects in Providence , Rhode Island. Ms. Tobin returned to the labor force after some time. She has
lectured extensivel y and co-authored "Women and the World of Work ," "Establishi ng
and Operating a Career Resource Center for Adults, " and "Review of 50 Counseling
Centers Offering Services to Women. "
Ms. McMullen has an A.B. in History from Stanford Universit y and an M.A. in Urban
Education. This is her first year at Wellesley. Previousl y she was a teacher and counselor at Burdett College in Boston. She is currently teachin g part time at Roxbury Community College and is also a consultant for the U.S. Civil Service Commission on Decision-making and time-management.
In their introduction to Care er Planning and Exp loration at 1:00 M cMullen and Tobin
will consider non-traditional roles , f amily and career , the problems of women in male
dominated fields and steps and resources in career planning .
Fr om 2:00 to 3 :00 they will speak abou t self-assessment and skill indentificati on.
3:30 to 5 :00 develop ing a good resume will be discussed . After dinner interview techni ques will be the top ic from 6:00 to 7:00 , and from 7:00 to 8:00 , developing assertive skills, A question and answer period will follow.
Their lectures are open to Colby students , faculty, and the entire community , mal es
and females.
Tuesday - Colby Women Past and Present An exhibition on th e second floor of Rob erts of a visual history of Colby women will
be open all day . At 7:00 p.m. Dean Marrin er , Dea n Seaman , Colby alum ni Professor Lucille Zu kowski and Mrs. Anne Dudl ey Dewitt , '60 will be on hand for an inf ormal
talk about the evolution of women on the Colby Campus. It wasn 't too long ago
that men wer en't allowed above the groun d floor of the women 's dorm s and senior
women were given the •privilege ' of staying out later than 11:00 p.m. on a Satur day
ni ght. And there were bouse mothers to contend with...

Wednesda y

- Women and the Arts -

Arts Day will feature two women arti sts in residence. Laurie Adams will give a demonstration of wheel-th rown pottery and will conduct a works hop on calligr ap hic decora tion and other pottery techni ques. Ellen J ohnson will conduct a work shop on Palladiu m Prin ting, a turn -of-the-century printing techniq ue. Her work will be on display
for the opening reception in the second floor gallery of Rob erts Union.
At 6:30 , Adams and J ohnson will join Colby dance instructor Tina Mitchell -Wentzel
and ar t profess or Harriet Matthews to discuss women in the arts.

Thursda y

-

-

Women and Films
chariman of the Department of Fine Aits at the University of Maine
Scarcc
lli,
J ohn
at Farmington will conduct a discussion and slide presentation on Women in the Film
Indus try. The films that have been shown dur ing th e week , abou t and crea t ed by women ,
will be hi ghli ghted. Those who attend the film festival are encouraged to atten d the
discussion and express thei r reac tions to the films.

These courses will feature women 's topics during Women's Week. All interested are
invited to attend.
Professor Fraser Cocks: American Intellectual History 1865 - 1917
Lovejoy 108 at ,8:30 a.m.
4/17 "Suffr agism and its Oppone nts " "
'
4/19 "Suffra gism:J ustice and Expedien cy "
4/21 "Vida Scudder and J ane Adams " .
' .
'•
Professor Lee Faigon : Tfr<? People 's Republic of China
Lovejoy 109 at 1:30 p.m.
4/21 "Women in China " The effects of th e great proletarian cultural revolution.
Professor Gerald J ohnson : Major American A ut hors
Lovejoy 104
4/18 (9:30)
Sylvia Flam 's Ariel
4/20 (9:30)
4/21 (2:30)
Lovejoy 215 at 11: JO a.m.
_, , _ .
4/18
Em »ly Dickenson 's Poet ry
4/20
Professor Susan Kenney: Antifeminism in Literature
l;30-2:45

4/17 J ane Eyre
4/1 9 "
»'
Professor Phyllis Mannocchi: Women's Studies: The Female Experience in America
Lovejoy 319 at 11:30 - 12:45
4/18 Lecture and discussion on Women Writers , focusing on "The Diaries of
Anais Win "
4/20 Lecture and discussion on ethnic and minor ity women, focusing on "Hillbilly Women "

Seminar : Contemporary Women,novelists
Lovej oy 302 at ?t00 - 5:30 p.m.
4/18 Student-led discussion of the novel "Surfacing " by Marg aret Atwood, and
selections from her poetr y.
Professor Tony M aramarco: Women in Literature
Lovejoy 105 at 8:30
4/14 Poetry by Anne Sexton ''Un known Girl in the Maternity Ward ."
4/17 Anne Sexton « "The Abor tion " >
4/1? Irwin Shaw '« "The Girl s in their Summe r Dresses '*
' ,
4/21 William Faulkner 's A Rose for Emily
,

ni ^

:
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Women 's Week events are f r ee of charge
and are open to the entire Colby Community.

TUESDAY, APRIL 18, 1978

FRIDA Y , APRIL 14, 1978

COLBY WOMEN - PAST AND PRESENT

6:30 - 8:30 pm Roberts Union
Coffee and dessert served . Preview of week's events. Music by Colby women. MAINE
WOMENART and JANE AND ME exhibitions.
8:00 p.m. Roberts Union
"
Premiere pr esentation of Women 's Week film. Film Festival 1: Rosey the Riveter

12:30 pm Roberts Union-Smith Room
Midda y Film: The Bigamist
Daylong pictorial exhibit of Colby women on the old and new campus (2nd floor Roberts)
7:00 pm Roberts Union
Informal talk with Dean Marriner , Dean Seaman , Professor Lucille Zukowski , and Mrs. Anne
Dudley Dewitt , '60
8:00pm Roberts Union
Film Festival 4; The Bigamist directed by Ida Lupino

SATURDAY, APRII 15, 1978
MAINE WOM EN 'S CONFERENCE

WEDNESDAY , APRI L 19, 1973
WO MEN AND A RTS

OPENING RECEPTION

I

y?:00 - 10:15 Registration , Film. Music, Exhibits , Booths
iH.0:15 - 10:30 Intro duction to Conference
10:40-12 :00 Panel Discussions : Elementary and Secondary Education , Household
S Managem ent for Work ing Women , Famil y Violence. Non-tradit ional Living Patterns
12:15 -1 :15 Lunch , Film, Music, Exhibits , Booths
Blue Collar
1:20-2:30 Panel Discussions: White Collar and Profe ssional Emp loyment ,
System
Criminal
the
Women
in
Business,
Employment , Women Starting
Universit ies, Diffenng Views
4-15-5 15 Panel Discussions : Older Women, Colleges and
Riehr
s
'
Legal
on Abor tion , Feminist Utopias , Homemakers
5:30 - 6:30 Social Hou r
6:30 - 8:30 Dinner
9.00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. Roberts Union
Statewide Conference sponso red by Ma ine Civil Liberties Union , Colby W omen 's Group,
and other private organi zations.

SUNDAY , APRIL 16, 1978

.
% |$$
I ' lis 30 a.m. Three-mile

FOOTRAC E - CAREE R DAY

12:00pm Roberts Lobby
!
Laurie Adams , Potter-in-Residepce Demonstration of wheel thrown potter y
12:30pm Roberts Union-Smith Room
,
Midday Film : The Wind
.
3:00 - 5:00 pm Roberts Union Whitney Room
Ellen Foscue J ohnson , Photograp her-in-Residence. Photography workshops on Palladium
3:00 - 5 :00 pm Laurie Adams : Pottery workshop on construction and decora tion techn i ques
6:30 -7:30 pm Roberts Union
Inform al discussion on women in the arts. Tina Mitche ll, Harriet
Mat thews , Laurie Adams ,
Ellen Foscue J ohnson
6:30 pm Roberts Loft
Film Festival 5: The Wind (Silent film) screenplay by " Frances Mario n
8:00 pm Given Auditorium
Ani Kavafiah , violinist & Blanca "Urib e, pianist - presented by Colby Music Series (by subscription only)
8.-00 pm Robe rts Union
Carol Muskie, poetr y reading sponsored by the WomenV Gr oup

THURSD AY , APRIL 20, 1978

¦

race for women, starting at Fieldhouse.
tee-shirts
awarded . Pre-reg ister with Bar b Neal , Box 1103.
hies
and
Trop
1:00 pm Roberts Union
¦
.
ijs .
.
"Women in Politi cs »
Action
:
Director
of
to
the
Assistant
,
Watkins
J
ane
Keynote speaker:
1:30 - 3:30 pm Roberts Union
Reception for women Board of Trustees members and keynot e speaker.

6:00 - 8:00 Roberts Union
Informal discussions with guests form a variety of careers.
8:00 pm Rober ts Union
Film Festival 2 The Scarl et Letter (silent film) screenplay
by Franc es Marion

MONDAY - APRIL 17, 1978

CAREE R DAY

12:30 pm Roberts Union-Smi th Room
* | .4^*
¦
^Midday Film: Union Ma ids
1:00 pm Roberts Union
"Cre ative J ob Search" Series of work shops and lectures by two women career
counselors from Wellesley College, Nancy Tobin & Sylvia McMullen
1:00 - 2:00 Introduction to Career Planning and Exploration
2:00 - 3:00 Self Assessment and Skill Identification
3:30 - 5: 00 Developing a Good Resume
6:00 - 7 :00 Inter view Techniq ues
7:00 ' - 8:00 Develop ing Asserti veness Skills
8:00 - 8:45 Questions and Answers
8:00 p.m. Lovejoy 100-Film Fest ival 31 Union Maids
¦
¦
_
v_
_.
. .;
Professor Sonya Rose: Changing Sex Roles
Lovejoy 404 at 3 :00 to 4:15 p.m.
4/17 The Socjo-Econ omic Consequences of Sex Role Stratification (sexism) -An
4/19
examination of occupational opportunit ies for women in the U.S. and some of
£.
"3$
the Socialist countries.
Professor Alexander Rysman: Social Stratif ication
AV Room - Miller Libra ry at 11:30 - 12:45
4/20 "Gender , Class and Non-Verbal Communication "
Professor Newell Williams : Biblical Literature i New Testament
Lovejoy 100 at 8:00
4/18 Women and the New Testam ent
Lovejoy 211 at 1:30
4/18 Contemporary Western Theology
4/18 Discussion on Letty M, Russell's Human Liberation in a Feminist Perspective
WMHB will present a special day-long
broadcas t of women composers and performers on Saturda y, April 15th. WMHB
will alio be interviewing women at The
Maine Women 's Conference on Saturday.
On April 14t h and 15 th , the bookstore
will
run a 10% discount on a selection
,^
**' of books by and abou t women.

A special exhibit of some artists
will be shown in the Bixler Art Museum
including the work of Louise Levelson,
Marguari te Zorach , Georgia O'Keeffe ,
Dahlou Ipcar, Harrie tt Mat thews, Isabel
Bishop,

WOMEN IN FILM

12:30 pm Roberts Union-Smith room
Midday Film: The Wild Pa rty
6:30 pm Roberts Union
n on film festival conduc ted by J ohn ScarceU i, Chair man,
.
Sf
Depa rtment of
Fine!Ti°
Arts , University of Maine at Farmin gton
8:00 pm Roberts Union
Film Festival 6: The Wild Part y by Dorothy Arzner

FRIDAY , APRIL 21, 1978
HEALT H DAY
9:30 am, 10:30 am, 11:30 am Smith Lounge; Runnals Union
Breast examinati on work shops sponsored by Chi Omega Sorority (for women only)
12:30 pm, 2:30 pm, 4.-30 pm , 6.- 30 pm Smith Lounge , Runnals Union
Taking our Bodies Back (for women only)
1-.30 pm , 3:00 pm, 5:0O pm , 7r 00 pm Smith Loun ge, Runn als Union
"Know your Body " workshop s conducted by Health Right , a women 's health collective.
(For women only )
3:3 0 pm Roberts Union
"Ea t Your Way to Better Health" A workshop conducted by Anne J ohnson and
Pat ricia Kirchoff , Dieticians, University of Maine at Or ono
8:00 pm Strider Theatre
Colby Dancers in Concer t
-" "

'

'

'

' -
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SATURDAY, APRIL 22, 1978

v
8:00 pm Roberts Union
Film Festival 7: Between the Lines by J oan Micklin Silver

i

SPECIAL THANKS for
their support to:

Presiden t Robert E.L.Strider

Colby Women 's Group

Chi Omega Sorori ty
Sigma Kappa Sorori ty
Colby Student Association
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Em e ry On En e rgy And In dians
Republican Congressman David Eme ry,
seeking bis party 's nomina tion for the third
time, recently spoke with E CHO editor
J ames Zen dman.

ECHO: Let 's start with ener gy. In a recent
poll conducted by your office, it was stated
that 65% of the people questioned favored
nuclear power for Maine. However , the
Maine Times asked the same question and
they got a figure of 78% who were opposed
to nuclear power. Can you comment?
EMERY : Well, I think the answer to that
question lies in the Ma ine Times rea dershi p.
The Mai ne Times circulates generall y around individuals who are interested in environment al legislation or who generall y
might be opposed to nuclear power and in
favor of other altern atives. So gener all y, I
think that the Maine Times surve y is based
on its own readershi p rather th an on a cross
section of the state.
A scientific samp le I think would turn
out some similarities and some differences.
Accurate or inaccurate as th ey may be, public opinion polls conducted by professional
organizati ons show that people have consistend y supported nuclear ener gy althoug h
perhaps on details they'll always prefer solar
ener gy or other sources , where they can be
devised and used effectivel y.
The main nuclear questions that people raise are based on questio ns of waste
disposal , modem technolo gy, adequate safety precauti ons , thin gs of that nature , all
which are comp letel y reasonable. But given
a strict yes or no answer , I would say that
probabl y the 65% favo r figure is reasonably
ECHO: How do you feel ab out nuclear
power?
EMERY: I' m very much in favo r of nuclear
power. I think we have to look at the practical reality. To generate the electri city we
are going to need over the next 25 to 40
years , during a time when wc will be phasing out petroleum related resources and
phasing in alternatives , we are going to
have an electrical power shortage unless we
depend on nu clear plants . So the question
as far as I' m concerned is not whether or
not we are going to have nuclear po\ver ,
but whether or not we are going to develop
safe techni ques for waste storage , reprocessing and recycling.
ECHO: Patching up the safety precau tions
for nuclear power plants seems a backwards
appr oach-wouldn 't thes e resources be better spent developin g a more efficient solar
plate or to seriousl y tap some of the other natural energy sources of the earth ? Wh y
is it that Congress is consistently aiming at
impr ovi ng nuclear power when it seems
more beneficial in the long run to go for
something that is cleaner and more direct?
EMERY: Well , I think that the energy solution is going to be a combin ation of many
fact ors. Nuclear energy technology is with
us , it works , The process is well established
for improving the construction of nuclear
sites. . .these ques tions have been raised
and debat ed. The question of alternatives ,
th ough, is the one that I am interested in
and I think I can say with due humility
that I h ave been one of the leading spokes-

men in Congr ess for devel oping meth anol ,
ct hanol , synthetic fuel fro m coal, magnet o-

hydrodynam ics and some of the oth er ener gy t echni ques that don 't involve nuclear or
petroleum.
The problem is tha t solar energy is
excellent for heating and cooling. That 's a
given , we know that. But as far as direct
conversion to electricity it 's vir tually use-

less at this stage. It can be done, but it produces a relatively small amount of electricity at an unbelievable expense.
We talked ad>out nuclear ener gy: its
primary source is generatin g electricity in
large quantities for industri al purposes. There
are other routes you can go. You can go direct combustion from coal. Now, I don 't
favor direct combustion from coal because
of the environmental problems. There are
tremendous problems with emissions. You
can use all the stack devices you like, and
particle separators , but you still have the
basic inefficiency of direct combustion .
Magneto-h ydrodynamics allows you to use
dectrical processes to extract energy dir ectly, using the coal as a medium. That 's on
th e way, and when it 's feasible , you 'll have
a maximum conversio n efficiency from one
to the other

left over and still extract energy. That s the
basis for the breeder reactor. I don 't hap pen to favor the system that the Congr ess
has moved toward commercialization , but
the princi ple aside , I feel that it 's a way to
conserve nuclear energy and at the same
time provide us with a tremendous resource.
I think the ultimate solution , thoug h,
is undoubtedl y going to be fusion. There
have been some recent br eakthroug hs in
fusion technology th at have allowed the
efficiency of fusion react ion , either th roug h
the magnetic contained or the laser excitati on method to move ahead by maybe as
much as fifteen or twenty years from the
schedule that we had antici pated two year s
ago. Now what this means is that if we con'
tinue to develop fusion techn ology' M we
are going, witnin may tic ten u. i.-ucen years
we will have the capability to gener ate e-

ECHO : O.K., but you were opposed to
equalizing the cost of alternative energy
" ¦
sources.
EMERY : Well, crude oil equalizat ion tax
does not equalize the cost of alternative
energy sources. What it does do is equalize
the cost of domestic oil and foreign oil on
one level. In other words , if forei gn oil is
sold to us at $14.50 a barrel , and domestic
oil is available throug h our prese nt pricing ^
mechanism for $7.50 a barrel , the crude
oil equalization tax would be seven dollars
on top of the American oil, almost doub ling its price to bring it up to th e world
'
level.
ECHO : If you had the opportunity to rewrit e the bill, what elements would you see
as being really effective in reduci ng our dependence on foreign oil and improving our
research into alter natives.

EMERY -. Let me back up a minute and
comment on something which you mentioned
a few minutes ago. You asked about the possibility of running out of oil in the 80's.
Recognize that the avai lability of oil up until a certain point is dependent on the cost
of the oil, the price of th e oil that you 'll
~
pay and the market price . There is damn
**
little five dollar oil left , but at fourteen dollars there is a lot of oil. It depends on what
you 're willing to pay and how you 're w illing to get it. So, the question is, if you 're
going to be spending $14 for a barrel of
oil, you ought to pay $14 a barrel for for
eign oil, where you have reall y no investment in research and developme nt. Do you
want to pay $14 a barrel for domestic oil,
knowing that half of that cost is a tax , or
do you want to pay $14 for oil extrac ted
from shale , or secondary and tertiar y recovery, or some other technology that will
allow you to ext ract oil from resources previously considered too expensive to develop.
Well , tie that directl y into the question you
asked and I am in favor of a national energy bill that will provide deregulation of
natural gas so that it would be possible to
sell natural gas resources in all parts of the
«¦'
'^
country.
Eighty percent of the cost of natural
gas is in trans portation , 20% is in the cost
of pr oduction , so .even if the price of natural gas were to double , the cost of the gas
would go up to $.56, but th e cost of the
gas to the consumer , inste ad of $1.42, .'
nough electricit y from fusion reactions , so
ECHO: But you still have emission probwould be $1.70. So, you have a rath er
that w< will be able to replace the breeder
lems, it 's not the final answe r.
minor increase of the cost to the consumer ,
reactor or the fission reactor program . These ,
but
the difference is that th e gas resources
of cou rs e, are controve rsial reactors because
EMERY: Well , th e magneto-hydrodynamics
in th e Gulf costal states would be available
of waste and the plutonium problems .
eliminates many of the emission problems
to New York , Pennsylvania , New J ersey and
because the emissions of the compounds
Connecticu t, where we had such a severe
ECHO: If I were to draw the scenario , given
shor tage last year. You remember the schools
that rem ain are generally pure elemental r
t ha t we h ave a limi t ed suppl y of oil in the
compounds rath er than a new combination
were closed, factories were shut down , and
of nitrogen or oxygen. So your SCL and NO w orld , it seems that as we get into the late
people died / There wasn 't a gas shortage , it
80's by all accounts we should be getting
emissions are eliminated because of th c
was
the pricing mechanism that did not aldown to our last drops. It depends on what
magn eto-h ydrodynamic reaction. So, th at 's
low
the
gas companies to put that gas in
happens with the pricing and the demand ,
an examp le of a direct combustion technothe
pipelines
and sell it , even at the breakdepen
and how much we can relieve our
logy that can be rep laced by somet hing else d ence on for eign oil. There is a distin ct lag
even point. That was somewhat corrected in
in a few years.
J anuary of 1977 when the Carter admihis'•
time in building nucl ear plants. In fact , you
tration asked for emer gency allocation laws
Well , that 's getting a little far afield
could
imag
ine tremendou s price rises and
which allow, and in fac t require , available
from the question that you originally asked. another energy crisis as our cou ntry shifts
gas
to be sold in the interstate , pipeline ,
In getting back to the dependenc e on nucenergy sources. Along these lines , h ow did
where
it had previousl y only been sold at
lear , th e fac t rema ins that even if we were
on
the
recent
energy
bill?
you vote
the regula ted price throug h the intr astate
able to turn to massive product ion of synline. It gets comp lica t ed , bu t what we're
the tic fuel from coal gaseous fuel , liquid
EMERY : I voted for final passage of th e
really talking about is letting the free marfuel , synthetic gasoline or any oth er medium bill because there were elements in the bill
ket
system work .
th at wc mig ht be able to devise, we 're st ill
which I supp orted, but I voted against the
I would favor a national energ y policy
going to depend on some resource for gencrude oil equaliza tion tax and against many
containing amon g other things a deregulation
erating many hundreds of m egawa tts of elec- of the other provisions which I though t
of natural gas. Possibl y with an excess pro tricity.
would increase the costs rather substantially
The only thing that we can use that
fits tax guaran teeing that excess profits
to the consumer withou t providing any inwe have available and on stream now to
would
go into energy research and developcentive for development of alternatives.
ment funds , which would mean of course
fill t ha t gap lef t by oil, whi ch is being phased
I voted for fi nal passage because there
that those who were paying the bill would
out , is going to be nuclear. Now, with nucare
some
things in it that are interesting.
exists
to
do
a
capability
the
also be hel pful in solving the problems. My
lear technology
The three hundred million dollars for small
number of things . Th e waste storage and
primary concern , however, is th e development
tax
handling pr oblem is a technica l problem, it 's site hydro , solar energy, regenera tion ,
of alterna tive energy resources, When I was
credi t s, gran ts and things of that nature , I
not one that is going to be with us forever.
in my firs t term both in 197 5 and 1976 , I
think are helpful.
It 's possible to use plu tonium in a reac tion
was on the Science and Technol ogy Com•
th at will reduce th e amount of plutonium
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*W mittee , and one of the most important efforts that we made was to devise a syntheti c
fuel resear ch and developm ent pro grarn. It
was basica lly federal incenti ves, financial
and otherw ise, to encourag e private industry
to move into researc h and developm ent of
synthetic fuels. This would include syntheti c
natural gas made from coal. Biomass conversion would allow us to manufactur e methanol , ethanol , or synthetic gas of various
types from wood waste , industrial sewerage
and garbag e, waste oil, or any other biodegradable or chemicall y active mater ial. It
also provid ed for shale oil research and development , some money for solar energy .
But the idea was to take the four or
five most important sources of alterna tive
energy tha t w ere availab le to us, obta in the
'££$ necessary financial guarantee behind the
^ * development , in this case, six billion dollars , and ensure that the energy companies
will move into tho se areas and develop
those resources rap idly. Then when the day
comes tha t there isn 't oil for political reasons or economic reasons , or other reasons ,
that the technology will be with us.
The administration and the Congre ss
have turned away from develop ing the technology, th ey've concentrated on making
the cost of oil so high that even if it 's available, the consumer can 't afford it without
economic sacrifice , and moving into a very
poorl y defined manditory conservation , whic
of course will, buy us time only it we use
that time to develop alternatives , but it won
produ ce a drop of addition al fuel .
'ijj >i% ECHO : An interesting scenario is br ought
vSr
to light when one considers the imp lications
for Maine. Does Maine have a lot of coal
resources ? 1 know we have plenty of timber
land , but what will happen if oil just goes
out of sight and the popula tion of Maine
can 't afford to buy the gasoline to power
their cars , the oil to heat their homes , to
buy the gas to mn their stoves? What will
happen? We 're up in the comer of the
Unite d States. Where will we get it? It
will be more expensive for Maine.
EMERY : There again , the availab ility of
different fuels depends on the pri ce. Oil is
going to go out of sight , it 's already started
in th at direction and I don 't think we're
going to be able to turn back the clock.
Our domestic oils have either been discovered and d evel oped , or have been discovered
and the development is questionab le.
Now, we've been talking abo ut drilling
£$k\ ¦
^•r
for oil off the coast of New England , but
that 's primarily east of Cape Cod , it 's not
off the Ma ine coast. The truth is, we don 't
know the size of th at oil reserve. It may be
huge , i t may be insi gnif ic an t, it may be hi gh
grade , i t may be low grade , we just don 't
know. Recently , the House passed an excellent bill, called the Contin ental Shelf Lan ds
Act of 1977 , which sets up the framewor k
within which the offshort bill will be developed. It sets up the environm ental stand ards , the safety standards , t he allocation
standards , leasing me thods , the rela tionship
between stat e and federal government , the
rela tionship between the various oil companie s, state government and federal govern ment.
Obviously , the timetab le for running
out of oil and the cost of oil is going to
depend on what we find there. If we find
ggk
"w a large resource of readily availab le crude
oil , then we may be able to postp one that
inevitable day , f or oh , maybe as much as
six or seven years. Frankly, I don 't think
that 's likely. I think we're going to find a
marg inal deposi t bu t t here , and I would be
very surpor ised if i t's going to be of high
enoug h quali ty to warrant immediat e production. 1 hope I' m wrong, because it wouli
solve a big proble m, but I don 't think wc
can coun t on it.

5$

Now the .Alaskan pipeline has been
very controversial , and I think unfairl y so.
There 's a t remendous resource on t he Nor t h
slopes of Alaska , in fac t, recent st udies
show t here 's more oil there than had been
originally anticipated . Tha t buys us time ,
litt le else, but it buys us some time, As far
as Maine, is concerned , if there is a dcvelopmen t off the eastern coast of New England , t ha t will st abilize oil prices somewha t ,

and expose many of the larger landowners
to possibl y tremendous losses in their holdings. It 's all nice to be in favor of the little guy and expect that the big guy can
take care of himself , but what we 're talking
ab out is the paper industry in Maine. There
a tremend ous number of jobs ; we're talking
about employment; thousands of people in
the northern part of the state . For political
purposes the paper industry and the other
major landowners are forced to divest them '
selves of their holdings without a fair return for the land which they own.
There may be a lot of people who
feel that the little guy has made out like a
bandit , but the result will be that the companies will suffer economic setb acks and
peop le are going to be out of work. It 's
just as simple as that , people are going to
be out of w ork , the white man , the Indians
alike. So, I' m opposed to that part of the
settlement. I feel that all landown ers in
Maine , whether it 's someone who owns the
comer grocery store or family lot or whether it 's one of the paper companies ought
to be treated on the same basis.
Either the Indians have title to the
land or they don 't have title to the land.
Either the claim is valid , or it 's not valid. I
think the ori ginal proposal gave both sides,
the Indians and the landowners , an opportunity to agree to a settlement. Ori ginall y I
guess it was a hundred thousa nd acres of
land or 25 million dollars , plus the ability
to sue for up to what amounted to 500
thousand acres of land.
Now this is a dispute , and in my per sonal opinion it should go to the courts. 1
feel very strong ly that I would be opposed
to any settlement that would preclude th«
althoug h under the present pricing allocapossibility of arguing the merits in a court
ried a long distance. This is very wasteful ,
tion system , it's not reasonable to say that
of law, but at the same time , plac e some
and one of the primary reasons why the
just because it 's near to us, we're going to
landowners in jeopardy. Basicall y, I think
Dickey-Lincoln is not feasible. Third , we
that the proposal is unfair and unworkable;
get plenty of it at a low price. That isn't
have a tremendous renewable resource in
going to happen. In fact , the cost of New
our forest products. The forest industry in
don 't think it would be acceptable to the
England oil is not going to be substantiall y
Maine is very hi ghly developed. Many of th< legislature from comments by those legisdifferent in Maine than in California, siin^
paper companies around the state have been lators with wh om I have spoken.
ply because it will go into th e national
able to develop very effective management
distribution system, and will be taxed and
techni ques. It 's the natur al reforestati on
ECHO : It certainl y would be an ecnomic
allocated , and by the time we start using
methods that are reall y th e pride of the
benefit to the state of Maine to add 25 mil
Maine oil in our gas tanks , it 's going to be
eastern part of the country. Using those
lion dollars , or any amount given to the
indistingui shable from all the other expensive
same techni ques, not necessaril y the prime
Indians .
oil th at we've been developing.
paper land, but in areas where lands are no
We have a tremendous resource in
suitable for pape r, we still can produce a
EMERY: Well , I think inasmuch as that
Maine in two areas , one being the ocean ,
tremendous volume of cellulose material ,
money doesn 't immediatel y come out of
which of course includ es tid es and ocean
which can be converted to meth anol or
the state treasury where it would cause a
thermal gradient. That development , frankly,
burn ed directl y. I think it 's reaso nable for
problem , and the federal government reis going to be limited. Ocean therm al graus to expect that within the rtex t few years cognizes its obligation tb lessen this probdient techni ques for generating electricity
we can put some of our forest land into
lem, th e federal government should respond
are mar ginal. It 's int erestin g work; NASA
th e regular production of fuel .
if in fact the Indians ' allegation under the
has don e a lot of experimentation with it,
Dick Hill , of the Universi ty of Maine ,
1790 Interc ourse Act are correct. I think
but fr ankl y I don 't see it as a viable alte rnahas done a ttem endousjob resea rchinjg the
the question, though , lies in what happens
tive. I don 't think we can depend on it .at
pr os and cons of the combustion of wood
with th e money and the land. If the tribes
least not in the near future.
chips. There 's been a lot of discussion of
are smart , if they get a settlement , they
There has been some discussion of
bark burners and other systems to augment
will use the money to furt her their own
d eveloping offshort wind gener ating facilitelectrical power generating facilities tha t
economic interests. If th ey want to set up
presently exist. We're just beginning to
ies. Certainly, the coastal winds would proa paper company they ought to set .up a
scratch the surface, so I think that Maine 's
vide us with a tremendous resource , but
paper company, but the point is, if th ey
there again, these things are ungainly and
future for energy is good.
use if frivulousl y and unwi sely , then in a
would have to be built sort of like an off
few years they 're going to be ri ght back in
short drilling platform. I think it 's kind of
ECHO: Wh at about auto fu el ?
the same unfortu n ate economic circuma tenu ous system to depend on for anythi ng
EMERY: We're always going to need some stanc es that they 're in now. But if th ey
more than a small amoun t of electricity in
use it wisel y and invest it , and take advankind of motor fuelpbu t we're going to
selected areas. Our big asset in Maine is
tage of the opportunity they have , then
need to be able to provide it as a much
going to be the developmen t of small site
they
can become a strong voice in the
lar ger percent of our energy than we ever
hydro , tidal power, and the meth anol indu sstate 's economy , which is not only to their
have before. The other thing that I thin k
t ry, or other synth etic fuel industries based
benefit, but to the state 's, and I think that
is impor tant is tli e trem endou s increase
on the tree cycles.
everyone recognizes that.
needed in wood stove, solar energy and
I do think , however , that there needs
The adminis tration 's energy bill , the bill
other ener gy saving technol ogies, The inven
to
be
a quid pro quo in any final solution.
'
we passed in the House contains some three
ti veness of many of our people , the willing- That is, I think that the state shoul d remove
hundred million dollars for small site hydro ,
ness to accept change with ou t panic and
itself from any fur ther obligations to the
as opposed to the Dickey-Lincoln project.
looking to alterna tives such as wood, is
tribes. I think that if the tribes are successThe man who 's been very active in this is
(5oing to hel p us solve some of the probful in any kind of a settlemen t that they
a fellowj by the name of Larry Gleason. He's
ems that othe r states haven 't bothere d to
oug h t to be able to give up their traditionrecen tly constm **eTjgenera 'ting facilities
solve.
al t ribal ri ghts that they 've had with reswhich can produce thirty-f ive or forty kilopect to hunting and fishing and some of
watt hours of electricit y, produced at a pr oECHO : Let me shift the emphasis for a
the benefi ts that tlie state has benevolentl y
fit. A stud y has show n that in New England
moment to the recent pr oposal by the Carextended to them . I would say it's a sizeable
there are approximatel y 3, 005 si t es , and I
ter Administration to settle claims by the
settlement , and if the Indians are willing to
think studies have shown it would be feasiPenobsco ts and Passam aquoddy Indians in
accep t the responsibilit y for their own ecoble to produce somethin g like 700 hours ,
Maine. It involves a grea t sum of money, a
nomic future , then the state shouldn 't conand of course , many of .them are right here
grea t deal of land. The Indians are very
tinue some of the special programs that it
in Maine. That would give us an oppor tunipleased and the administration in the state
has maintained for some years. That should
ty to generate both base load and peak power of Maine seems to be very, very upset about
be port of the settlement.
very efficientl y. Small sites are scattere d all
it. Can you briefl y give me a position on it?
through the state; sites are now owned by
ECHO : We're out of time , t hank you very
EMERY: 1 was jus t appalled at the latest
one comnany, one landowner, one town or
much , Congressman.
proposal for a number of reasons , Firs t, I
one individua l, The sites are sjwead out so
am
very much opposed to the basic feature
you don 't have line losses which occur when
of
this
lates t suggestion. We somehow sepa tremendous volume of electrici ty is car- I
arate bi g landowners from lit tle landow ners
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Mule s
Take Two

Colby s Wonder
Woman

by Sam .Weiser

by Kathy Reichert

The unassuming yet amazing Pat
"Hooper" Valvanis set a single-season scoring record this past winter in Women's Basketball. She netted 340 points during the
1977-78 season.
Outstanding athlete, excellent student
and accomplished musician, Valvanis is also
the "best all-around player" on the basketball team, according to Coach Gene DeLorenzo. Always enthused, Pat gives her all
each time she steps on the court.
Total participation is the hallmark of
the well-rounded Valvanis. She averaged
15.4 points per game, shooting 65% from
the foul line and 45% from the floor. Her
personal high was 25 points bagged in a
game against LTM Presue-Isle. Her jump
shot is the strongest point of her game, according to DeLorenzo, who emphasized
outside shooting as the keynote of Colby's
offense.
Valvanis' all-out philosophy in sports is
characteristic of her approach to all of her
areas of endeavor. A.n English major of
distinction, she regularly earns a spot on
the dean 's list, as well as receiving recognition as a Dana Scholar.
Pat is winding up for another season pfvarsity competition: she is a star pitcher
for the Colby Softball team. "She was easi

THEATRE

Pat Valvanis scores 2 points on way to record breaking 340
ly the best pitcher in our league last season,
says softball Co-captain Kim Marsh.
Pat's list of activities is a long one. She
coached the Waterville Girls ' Club soccer
team this past season. She also was one of
the most dependable and consistent sp6rts "

writers for the Echo , covenng her forte basketball.
Pat Valvanis, not onl y one of the stellar
students on the Col'by scene, but also one
of the warmest people on campus,
congratulations!

The Colby Mules travelled to Hartford ,
Ct. this past weekend and annihilated Trinity College by scores of 20-2 and 19-2. The
Mules looked awesome in their first regular
season games.
In the first game, the Mules started slowly, by failing to score in the first three
innings. Trinity scored an early run in the
bottom of the first inning but in the top of
the fourth the Mules broke loose. Colby
scored 7 runs with a rally started by Bruce
Anacleto 's leadoff double. The big hit of
the inning was a triple by Rich Buchannan
with the bases loaded .
Buchannan 's 3 for 6 p late performance
was overshadowed by his outstanding pitching performance. He allowed onl y 2 runs
on 3 hits while walking 4 and striking out
7.
Other standouts in the first game were
Paul Spillane who was 3 for 4 at the plate
with a home run. Freshman Mike Drouin
hit 3 for 5 in his first regular season varsity
game.
The Mules followed their outburst in
the fourth inning with 4 runs in the fifth ,
3 in the sixth , and finishing with 6 in the
seventh. The 20 runs came on 18 hits
while onl y one Mule error was committed
in the second game the Mules never
gave Trinity a chance to recove r from the
opener. Colby attacked for 4 runs in the
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Continued on p age eig hteen
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ELP Works IILifeless?
Women's Stu dy
Film Schedule
by Steve Chooljian

At Land (1944-Silent)
Filmmaker: Maya Deren
Tuesday, April 11
6:30, T.V. Room
Powerful erotic image ry with essentiall
feminist impact.
"A searching out, at any cost, for
control over one's own destiny." - Jeanne
Betancourt, Women I n F ocus
(15 minutes)

Cast of "Stop the World " ready to go.

Photo by Richard Highland

"S top The Wo rld "
Many sh ows have b een wri tt en aroun d
the "game of life," but few like Anthony
Newley 's Stop the World, 1 Want to Get
Off

Union Maids : A Documentary about
Women Organizing in the 1930 's
Filmmmakers: Ju lia Reichert , James Klein
and Miles Mogulescu
Monday, April 17
7:30, Lovejoy 100
(A Women 's Week Event-Sponsored by
the Colby Women 's Group)
Sitdowns, sca b s, goon squads, un emp loy
men t , hung er march es, red baiting, and finally
the energetic homing of the CIO: the li>30's

wer e a landmark peri od f or t he American

Val Talland , and Esm c McTighe as the women Labor movement. Union Maids is the story
of t hr ee women who liv ed t he his to ry an d
in his life. Leslie Taylor, Erin Irc ton ,
make it come alive today .
Russ Fleming, DcAnn Lewis and Rober t

,
J ohn round out the cast of ten.
Stop the World, which opened in
Stop the World runs t onigh t, Friday,
Stridor Theatre last night, is a musical which
and Saturday evenings at Spin in the Stridor
plots the events of a "Littlechap's" life. .
Theatre. Tickets are $3 for adults and $1
"What Kind of Fool Am 1" and "Once in a
for students. The box office opens at
Lifet ime " arc two of the more notable
7 pm each everting.
num bers from the show.
The show is directed by Richard
Joe Piatczyo plays the lead role, LittleUchida with technical direction by Donna
chap, with Annie Marsden, Mar t ha McEldowncy Dee. ,

"Important as history reclaimed , it is
also m ovingly personal , intelligentl y inspiring
an homage by extension to all women who .
recall t heir st ruggles as wo rkers 40 yeaors ago
,T/j <? Bo stow Glo be
(48 minutes)
Continued on page sixteen

Let me state at the outset that I am
rather biased. Ho pefull y my bias will not
be equated with blindness. I do believe
Emerson , Lake and Palmer to be one of the
best groups playing today .
Eight years ago Keith Emerson, Greg
Lake, and Carl Palmer joined forces. The
trio formed an unlikely combination. Enter
a keyboardist , bassist, and drummer into a
guitar-dominated musical environment.
Emerson tried unsuccessfull y to audition
Jinii Hendrix. Ponder for a moment the
possibilities of such a line-u p - Hendri x,
Emerson , Lake, and .Palmer. HELP !
ELP were influential pioneers in the
early 70's. It was Keith Emerson who
brought the sythesizer out of the experimental studios of Robert Moog and onto the
stage. Equall y as innovative was the group 's
brand of music • a fusion of classical and
rock. This new style spawned a flock of
imitators and reaped riches for ELP, but it
antagonized many, including the critics.
''Pretentious " was the banner ELP were
forced to suffer under. They were the unwilling victims of a long-standing schism in
the minds of many : rock musi c is for kids,
classical music is for old fogeys. After four
years of fam e and fiv e hi t alb ums , ELP released a brilliant thre e-record live set that
shipp ed platinum. There followed an extended absence.
Th e inevitable rumors of a split
prevailed , bu t ELP returned in 1977 in a
seemingl y new incarna tion. Works, Volume
I, a double-album, gave each musician a side
to explore his creative limits. This was
much-needed , as each member has had
serious music al aspirations for some time.
Thcv fel t they were becoming captive of the
musical genre they had created and wanted
to expenment in new areas. To top it all off
Continued on page sixteen
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Feigon , Conf usion Or
Wh atever ??
by Gustave H. Todrank

I am grateful to Lee Feigon for his .
Rapprochement response to "Civilization
vs. Environment " in the Ma rch 23 issue of
the ECHO , and hope that the dialogue he
invites will indeed involve other members
of the faculty and student bod y. But if the
dialogue is to focus on the issues of "civilization versus environment ," some corrective
remarks must be made at the outset. He
seriously misund erstands and misinterprets
what I said . It may be helpful if I summarize briefl y what I tried to say.
The world of modern man is composed of two separate but related emphases. One is 'civilization ' and the other is 'en
vironment. ' " For present purposes we can
read "man " for "civilization " and "nature "
for "environment ," althoug h some qualif ying distinctions would need to be made in
a more detailed argument. Man is totall y
dependent upon nature , but nature is in no
way dependent upon man . From scientific
observation we know that nature functions
in accordance with baste laws. These Jaws
have made the evolution of life possibl e,

The life of man is obviously entirel y
dependent upon the larger web of life.
and the life of nature is totall y dependent
upon delicate ecological balances. Upset
these balances and the web of life may be
destroyed. The life of man is obviously entirel y dependent upon the larger web of
life. Th e problem is that modern industrial ized man has now become so powerfu l techn ologically th at he can dangero usly disrupt the ecological bal ances. Moreover , the
basic first principles of his theology, ethics ,
politics, and economics encourage the exploitati on of his environment.
The consequences of the present extent of the disr uption are such that there
is reason to believe that man and nat ure
are on a collision course . Something clearly
must be done. Since man cannot change the
basic laws of nat ur e (gravitation , thermo dynamics , etc.), he must change his cultu ral
values ac cording ly or suffer the consequences
of failing to ad apt to the environm ent-deterioration of standa rd of living and quality
of life , if not actual extinction. That is thcthesis of "civilization vs. environmen t ,"
prop ounded by George Perkins Mar ch in
1864, and mor e recently , by Bar ry Commoner , Garr et Hardin , Paul Ehrlich , and
coun tless other scientists.
In his critical response to what I said ,
Pr of. Feigon gets off to a bad start. In his
third paragrap h he asks : 'Bu t how can nature , of which man is presumably a member , be on a differ ent 'trajectory ' from civilization? Th is can be so only if we define
na t ure 's actions as havi ng a certain direc tion th at man must follow and is not now
so doing. Although this belief would be

I have read with interest the contribu has caused which seern to be suggested by
tions of Professors Todra nk and Feigon to
Prof. Todrank. A return to the "good old
the Rappro chment column . This is my redays " is not practical , and he remembers
action to them. I have known Pr ofessor
as well as I that much about them wasn't
Todrank for many years and 1 have enjoyed
all that good. All the same, I can 't adopt an
becoming acquaint ed over a much shorter
attitude of 'let it roll ! It 'll all come out
time with Professor Feigon. I have also been in the end ,'v because it may not all come
the concerns of
out: I'd rather that when it does, it not
I am not ar guing that nature has a direc tion aware of , and interested in,
have
begun
to
be
they
environmentalists
as
be
the end. I don 't believe it needs to be. .
in the sense of a humanl y or divinely sancthem. I must
calls
Pro
fessor
Feigon
the
fad
Nor
do I suggest "letting th e 'sensitive few'
tioned purpose or goal. That kind of thesis
with both my
confess
that
I
fail
to
agree
run
things
, for I trust them no more than
would indeed involve "belief" and "faith ,"
and with most
does Professor Feigon. Those who preach
colleagues
in
several
ways,
as Prof. Feigon uses the terms. The fact
what the claim to be great trurJhs have , in
of the environmentalists , as well.
that the tra jectory of civilizatio n seems to
Professor Feigon point ed out that Na- my experience , all one common character be on a collison cour se with the trajectory
istic-they are blind to a large segment of
ture and Civilization ought not to be conof nature is not a matter of belief or faith
reality. One preaches most powerfull y when
as
sidered as having separate trajectories ,
and does not involve ideolog ical jud gments
's eye is single, no doubt , but one someone
Professo r Todrank describes them, since man
about nature.
a natural
object
is ¦¦
¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ is¦
¦ ¦
¦
¦
¦ and
¦
¦ his
¦
¦ civilization
¦
¦¦¦
¦¦¦
¦
¦¦¦
¦¦ ¦¦ ¦¦ ¦
•¦ ¦ ¦
^¦
s
The objective scientific data
being coltherefore
a
part
of
nature
itself.
This
is
Those who preach what they claim
lected by ecologists which supports this
logical
if
one
agrees
that
man
is
a
part
of
to be great truths have one common
thesis is clearl y not a matter of "bel ief or
,, but I doubt that man himself connature
characteristic: they are blind to a
"faith ." The causes behind the current selflarge segment of reality .
siders
himself
to
be
so.
The
Confucian
destruct trajectory of modem industrialized
ideal, propagated justification for maintaincivilization clearl y do involve political and
ing
a status quo favoring a land ed elite ,is
social values which are at the heart of our
how always preaches less than the truth. I
not
very differen t from the "American
understanding of civilization , I agree with
will agree that I am myself but lame in my
dream. " We have only admitted to the
contributions to the betterment of the world ,
Prof. Feigon that "Our ideas of nature and
landed elite everyone who can scramble in,
world , but shoul d I th erefore submit to be
of civilization are very much related to> our
not always by possessing land , but certainled by the blind? Not while I can still strugideas of society. " But is is misleading to
ly
by accumulating more of everything pos gle!
conclude the paragrap h with "Neither naI offer a suggestion here. It is admitted sible, and devoting energy to that effort.
ture nor civilization are value-f ree terms. " ly
imperfect and incomp lete, and even deNature is seen as something other than
On the one hand , nature can be defined
man , and subservient to him. Nature is
liberately so. Rand om imperfections in anyand understood in more value-free terms
everything in the world except "me and
thing tend to neutralize one another often
than Prof. Feigon implies, but , on the other
mine," and we may master and explore it
enoug h so I think damag e may be minih and , civilization has no meaning at all amized . I offer too , a Biblical reference for
without
let-up.
In
this
respect
,
the
modern
part from a value orientation . The basic
my suggestion as counterwieg ht to the Bibcitizen
of
an
industrialized
state
and
the
values of our culture-theolo gical, ethical ,
lical basis for our past actions.
political , economic , and social-all" these are
I think we need to create a new atti the root cause of the so-called civilizationalWe do not understand ourselves to be
tud e toward the world and tow ard our
environmental crisis.. The fault lies with
a part of the environment , obligate d
view of ourselves in relation to it. We have
civilization. It is foolish to fault natur < beto contribute to it as well as draw
seen ourselves as the masters and users of
cause that assumes th at nature could have
fr om it .
nature. Let us now try to conceive of
done it differentl y, and better. I emphaourselves, and to behave , as its stewards.
sized that "Natu re knows neither rewards
Remember the parable of the stewards:
ancient Confucian have the same idea.
nor punishments mat ure knows only conseth e one who simp ly buri ed his share of his
Nature is to be bent to Serve designated
quences." His thi rd paragrap h gets him off
master 's wealth to render it up safe but unon the wrong foot.
ends. We have relied on Biblical injunction
changed was severely criticized , and is this
for justifications for our actions -. "Go
not what the extreme conservati onists and
therefore and multiply; replenish the earth ,
those who decr y technology propse ? The
and take dominion over it... " or "Wh at is
Then Prof. Fei gon opens a Pandora 's
steward who was commended had invested
box when he uses Confucia n ism "by
man that Thou art mindful of him? For
his shar e and made it incre ase, but without
way of illustration. "
Thou hast made him but little lower than
creatin g injustic e in the process.
the angels , and has t given him domini on
This , I think , is what we must do. We
over the beasts of the field,, " or anything
must invest (energy and effort) wisely to
Then Prof. Feigon opens a Pandora 's
else he wants to take charge of.
brin g about art increase (of resources) withb ox when he us es Co nfucianism "by way
In both cases, now and then , we see our
out producin g inju stice (in the form of huof illustration. " The extent to which Conman misery or was t e of na ture 's provisions )
not
exploit.
We
do
selves as privileged to
fucianism illustrates his own point of view
understand ourselves to be a par t of the
is not clear to me, but it is very clear to
environmen t, obligated to contr ibute to it
I think we need to create a new attime that Confucianism does not illustrate
as well as draw from it. This attitude does
tude
toward the world and toward
my poin t of view, and this should be clear
crea te two t rajec t ories , and Professor Todrank our view of ours elves in rela tion to it.
may be quite righ t that die non-human
part of the environm ent may eventually
in the process . We may even have Comoffer us a consequence of a disaster ous
mandmen ts, and let us state them positivel y,
sort. It may be only a human one, how ever
rather than differentl y-among us yve may
ana the rest of the environment may go on
come up with really good ones.
to great things in our absence.
I , Thou shah seek to use of the
I am not sure th at I agree with the soearth 's resources no more than t hine
lutions to such problems as this attitude
own share ,

The faul t lies with civilizati on.
par tly a matter of faith , it is also a political and social judgmen t and should be explained as sttch. " Tne primary concern of
the essay was the trajectory of civilization ,the tra j ector y of nature is rel evan t in the
context of the essay onl y because the trajectory of civilization has gone off course.

by Thomas w. Easton

The contrasts far exceed the similarities.
Prof. Feigon points out "for the Confucian,
nature and civilization were inseparable. "
Wi thout qualification , I could never subscribe to that. Further, "the Confucian
would see civilization as help ing to preserve
the essential harmony of nature. " I am ar-

guing that civilization is causing serious disharmonies in nature. Prof. Feigon is careless and inaccu rate in th e comparisons he
makes. This can best be exemp lified in his
use of the notion of the "sensitive few. "
In the course of his remarks the notion of the "sensi tive few " undergoes a
transforma tion which reverse the laws of
nature , from "bu tt erfly " t o worm! I used
the term to refer to the relatively small
minori ty of the citizenry of the planet who
are aware of the extent of our ecological
and cultural difficulties and their antfeipa table consequences. He turns th is notion
into an ^sensitive elite, like the Confucian
landlord gentry, who hap pily assume authoritarian and oppressive political and social
powers. The logic of his essay assumes t ha t
th is is an essential implication of my Inter

pre tation of the term , and his references to
the " sensi tive few " become increasingly
insidious , as the following quotations demonstrate ! "Wha t kind of an approach we

The so-called success of the green
revolution Has depended upon the
use of Inordina te quantiti es of pest icides , fertilizers and water.
should take should be a choice that we all

have t o decide , and it is far too important
to be left to the 'sensit ive few ' who might

preclude our options as the Confucia ns precluded technical change and development
in their own society in order to pres erve
their own prerogatives. Certainly It is more
t han jus t t he 'sensitive few' who are aware

Litany Of Concern

unnatural in terms of their elite cultural
mentality as it is to base these definitions
on the laws of nat ure. That 's silly. He has
me saying "that life in the past was better
than life in the pr esent. " Without some qual
ification , that is ridiculous ; with some qual ification , it is true. (Clearl y it was better
f or other animal and plant life.) He further

That 's silly.

17., TJbou shalt build thine .h ouse
where neither garden nor grove will
well grow.
III. Thou shalt make thy long f o urneys always in much company.
IV. Thou shalt avoid technological
waste, but do all those things with
thine, hands which they are able to
accomplish.

r

Thou shal t make t hy lon g j ourneys
always in much compan y.

V. Thou shalt return to the earth
that which ye take fro m her, even
thine own body, to become once
more a part thereof when its use be
done. ,
VI. Those of y e who may shall make
a garden, and nourish therefrom all
for whom it is sufficient ,
Vll. Thou shalt teach unto thy children, thy grandchi ldren, and to the
stranger and his f amily, these precepts,
and help them in wise applicatio n of
them.
of the environmental problems confro nting
our society toda y. In fact, contrary to what
Professor Todrank asserts, environmen tal '
ism has today become a fad . And as with
most fads , it is quite easy for those peo ple
who are willing to claim that th ey are one
of t he 'sensit ive few ' who under the prob lem to take advantage of peop le 's f ears and
mislead them. We have already seen who
has benefited from the warnings of the
•sensitive few' in the case of oil shorta ges."
"J ust as India has recently again become
self-sufficient in agriculture! , so nay other
na t ions , if their lives are not Screwed up
by politicians speaking for the 'sensit ive
few/ " "This is pr ecisely why I fear th«
consequences of his 'sensitive few ' more
t han t he ecological dange rs t hese 'sensi t ive
few ' would presumabl y correc t if they

VIII. Thou shalt restrain thine ambition to bury the earth under thy pro geny, and increase not her burden.
IX. Thou shalt keep from the earth
and the air and the waters every substance which they acquire not except
by thine actions.
X. Thou shalt-so live, that, when
in death thou retumest the last of
eart h's goods in thy care to her, she
be then as full for thy descendants
as she was for thee, and as beautiful ,
and as clean, and as able to provide
f o r them in their day, as f o r thee in
thine. '

Thou shal t res t rain t hine ambi t ion t o
bur y the earth under thy progeny.

If this sounds religious, perhaps we
need it. Religions in their beginnings always aimed to get people to do what they
needed to do. We need to become stewards , and if we have to establish a Church
of Good St ewardshi p to get on with it ,
and keep ourselves up to the mark , why
not ?

implies that Malthus and Mars h are obsolete
today because we define society in a different way. The theses of these scholars ,
referred to in my essay, have not been
shown to be incorrect or irrele vant. On the
contrary, the various dimensions of the cultural -ecological crisis demonstrate their relevance to the current scene. Moreover , from
the fact that "the human population has
grown far larger than Malthus could ever
have dreamed in his wildest imagination " it
does not follow that Malthus was in error
on the relationsh ip between population
growth and food production. Then to add
th at "by and large we have succeeded in
feeding this new populatio n because of advances in agriculture and tech nology ' seems
totall y unaware of the fact that famine ,
disease and war have continued to take
their toll increasing ly, and that the measured
success of feeding the hungry has come at
enormous ecological sacrifice. The so-called
success of the green revolution has depended upon the use of inordinate quantities , of
pesticides , fertilizers and water. Norman
Borlaug, the father of the green revolution ,
has continuousl y warn ed that the present
practices are only temporarily corrective
and cannot be sustained indefinitely because of detrimental ecological unbalances.
The central emphasis of both Malthus and
Marsh still stand.
Another point which must not be
permitted to pass unchallenged is the statement th at "there is no economic or biological evidence " for my suggestion that the
quality of the population is declining. Admittedl y, th e geneticists arc deb ating the
difficulties of pr oving such a thesis , but I
qualified my suggestion with that debate
in mind. Assumi ng th at man has already altered th e environment to dangerous degrees ,
I said , as Prof. Feigon quotes , "Fitness to
survive depends upon the ability to adapt
to the environme nt without multifaceted
ar
tificial technolog ical supports. Combine
the idea of an 'inali enable right to life'
with modern medical technology and the

would not in fact merely make things
worse. " I am prepared to mike a case
for the responsible authority of the sensitive
f ew, bu t these perversions of interpretation
of the use of the notion in the original essay arc irresponsible.
There are other misleading impressions
in his essay. He implies tha t since the Chinese Confucian landlord gentry despised tech

I am prepared to make a case for the
responsibl e authcrl ty of the sensitive
few.

Photo by Ellen Gordon
Feigon
problem of quality decline may also become exponential. " Whethe r or not there
is "economic or biological evidence" for
this comment depends upon what one means
,,
,
that
I
do
the
same.
Not
nology and progress
by "economic or biological evidence. I
true. Furth er, he assumes that it is just as think one can make a convincing case in
relevant and reliable to define "natural" and both courts. If fitness to survive biologically

becomes increasing ly dependent upon multi-fac eted artificial technological supports
and these supports come at an increasing ly
higher cost ( and there is every reason to
believe that they will continue to do so),
the princi ples of economics point in the
direction of the law of diminishing returns .
Economically, our present medical technology is on a self-destruct course. (Witness
the spirited debates on government provi sion of a comprehensive health insurance
for all U.S. citizens.) Biologically there is
also cause for concern . The increasing amounts of pollutants in the atmosp here ,
food and water , which reduce the organism 's
natural immunizing processes , coupled with
the evolving complexity of threatening
viruses, may well spell exponential hazards

Economically, our present medica l
technolog y is on a self-destruct course
in the future. In this connection it may or
may not be relevant to point out that on
the planetary level the rich are getting rich
and fewer , while the poor are getting poor er,
and "morer. " Biologically there is reason to
believe that the quality of life for the privileged is becoming increasing ly dependent
upon multi-faceted artificial technolo gical
supports in the form of shots , pills, etc.
Ironicall y, the poor may be better qualified
than the rich to survive on a broad general
basis in that in the poorer areas and populations , the naturall y weaker ones are more
quickl y weeded out by disease , lack of essential care , etc. But , even here , in terms of
the norms of our civilization , th e quality of
life is still declinin g. Admittedly , the relationships between the "quality of life"
and "fitness to survive " in a meaning ful way
are problematic .
A further mischief is perpetrated when
Prof. Feigon accuses me of heating my
stud y with an inefficient open fireplace
while he heats his with "a brand new wood
stove that needs only be stoked every six
to eight hours and is far more efficient than
an open fireplace. " Anyone who has been to
my study knows that I do not use a fireplace , but an efficient stove. Still he adds ,

Anyone who has been to my study
knows that I do not use a fire place ,
bu t an efficient stove.
"I see this as a sign of progress , not of simplicity . Moreover , I see the ability to design features like this as a sign of man 's
basic talents , while Prof essor Todrank sees
it as a hostile act that is sending smoke up
in the air to annoy the raccoon in the tree
opposite his study. " (Emphasis added. ) Once
again , th e implications are inaccurate and
absurd. He needs to ic-read the first paragr ap h of the essay. In fact , he needs to
read the entire essay again. " Civilization ,
Vs. Environment " is concerned primaril y
wit h man 's abusive exploitation of nature.
"Conf ucianism , Todrank , and the Environment " is concerned primarily with man 's
abusive exploitation of man. Both are
heinous, but the difference is significant.
Again , 1 welcome Prof. Feigon 's invitation to other members of th e faculty to
become invo lved in continu ing dialogue ,
but we mus t keep the issues clear. Obviously "Civilization vs. Environme nt " was not
as clear as i t should have been, t hope these
comments will help to clarify the issues
and stimulate further dialogue.
Gustave H, Todrank is professor in
the Department of Philosophy and Religion
Thomas W. Easton is an associate professo r

of Biology.

A Wealth Of Talen t— Women I n The A rts
A Portra it Of Women: "Rich And Reveal ing"

A selection fro m Ellen Foscue J ohnson 's collection "fane and Me "

Ellen Foscue Johnson will exhibit
her photography as part of the Women's,
Week program on Wed., April 19. An accomplished photographer, Johnson has exhibited her works at the Hopkins Art
Center, Hanover, N.H., Robert Hull Fleming
Museum, Burlington, Vt., and at the Hieh
Point Exhibition Center, High Point, N.C.
where she was born.
Johnson's current exhibition entitled
"Jane and Me" deals almost exclusively
with women. Her portraits are rich and
revealing. She employs a technique called
Palladium Printing, " an 'antique' process
popular in the late 19th/early 20th centuries,
little known today. It creates an illusion
of warmth, depth, sensuous surfac e, and
long tonal scale. Each print is individually
made by painting paper with light-sensitive
iroii and palladium salts, then contact
printing the negative with ultraviolet light.
Because of countless variables, each print
is a unique image."
Laurie Adams will display her -work.
Johnson will offer workshops in this
technique during the day. She will also
Potter Laurie Adams will display
partici pate in a panel discussion on
her pottery on Wed., April 19 in connection
"Women in the Arts" Wed. evening at
with Women's Week. A graduate of Ben8:30 pm in 2nd floor Roberts.
nington College, Adams has also studied at
the Haystack School. She is a part time
lecturer at the Museum of Fine Arts in
Boston and teaches in the Boston area.
Adams will demonstrate her craft
fro m 12:00 - 1:00 pm in Roberts Lobby.
She will join Ellen Foscue Johnson ,
Harriet Mathews, and Tina Mitchell in
a panel discussion th at night. The discussion
willl take place "at 7:30 pm.

POETRY

Muskie
To Read
Wednesday, April 19 Carol Muske
wj ll read a collection of her poetry in
Roberts Union at 8:00 pm. Born
in St. Paul , Minnesota, Ms. Muske received an M.A. in creative writing at San
Francisco State College . She won the Dylan Thomas Poetry Aw ard at The New
School in 1973. Curren tly, she is running
a writing center at the Women 's House of
Detentior on Riker's Island , organizing
the poetry series for the Bronx Council on
the Arts, as well as reviewing and writing
articles for various magazines. She is the
Assistant Editor oi Antaeus and will be
teaching next year at UNH and at Columbia.
In her first book , Camouflage , she takes
on different identities, exhibiting a style of
"otherness" or empathetic understanding of
separate entities. Since then she has shown
increasing conscious concern with women 's
issues-, her style is becoming more self-revealing. Als. Muske writes about general politi cal concerns with a particular commitment
to women, but one must not forget that
she is first an excellent poet and second a
political spokeswomen.

Lu etta

In her cell
she puts things in order:
sink bed chair.
Three walls are stone ,
the fourth , made of iron ,
moves.
In six months , no sun to touch
her skin. She works the laundry,
feeds sheets into mouths of heat ,
drops an ironing board
and bends
pressing hearts to the flat.
At midday she f o lds muslin and croons ,
her voice filling noon 's dead drum.
Dark bird she sings dark bird.
At night she holds a reed clean with her
tongue ,
plucks up a moon , a river
She leans , a sweet convenience....
Her mother 's letter comes full of down
home medicine :
1 believe withovt sun
the skin gets
thinner.

Poet Daniel Hal pern
Daniel Halpern will read his poetry
ort Thursday, April 13 at 8.00pm in the
Robinson Room.
Hal pern is the author of three books
of poetryi Life Among Others , Street Fire ,
and Traveling On Credit. He is the editor
ol the literary magazine Antaeus, Th e Amer

ican Poetry Anthology, and the ECC Press ,
He has been awarded the YMHA Discovery
Award and the Robert Frost Fellowship at
the Bread Loaf Writer 's Conference. Next
year he will direct the writing program at
Columbia University.

Poet Carol Muske

MUSIC

FILM

Violinist
To Close
'77- '78
Mus ic Series
The Colby Music Series will present
Ani Kavafian , violinist on Wednesday , April
19 in Given Auditori um at 8:00 pm. Born
in Istanbul , Turkey, Ani Kavafian received
her Master 's degree from the Jui lliard School
Miss Kavafian is the winner of the 1973
Young Concert Artists Internat ional Auditions and the 1976 Avery Fisher Prize.
Most recentl y she was the honored recipient of the Phili p M. Fauc ett String Prize ,
the result of which was a solo recital at
Lincoln Center and her recording debut on
the Musical Heritage Society Labe l. The violinist 's past engagam«$jts include appearances with the American Symphony at Carnegie Hall and a solo performance with the
New York Philharmonic. New York Times
said "She will be one of the great violinists
of today. Perhaps she is already. " The
1977-1978 Colby Music Series promis es to
close on the same note it opened on - excellence.

Violinist Ani Kavafian

REVIEW

" The Lad y "
Has "Flai r "
by Fran k Wirmt isky
At the Stridor Theatre above the
tumul t of mid-term duti es and prc -Spring
break frenzies rose an impressi ve production of Christopher Fry 's The Lady 's Not
For Burning , Together Richard Sewell and
Step hen Woody combined a sound technical pr oduc tion and solid cast to yield another fine , if somewh at unappreciated , Col
by the atre producti on.
The play itself is a marvelous com-"
bin
ation
of a tribute to, and a satire of,
|$
restoration comedy . Sewell is without a
doubt a casting wizard , for each of t he
ac t or 's positive qualities covered any small
holes in full charac ter conception. Robert
LeFeber was a most dashing Thomas Mendip, swashbuckling and Errol Flynning
his way through the three acts. LeFeber
erred onl y when he occasionally fell prey
to the cadences of Fry 's of t en t urg id phrasing; but , otherwise turned in an unquestionably fine performance. The play 's three females each had "an air-ti ght understanding
of her charac ter and motivations. Cheryl
Peters as J ennet was- every bi t t he charming
and lovely lieroine as was L.A. King a most
formidable domineerin g mother figure. Brenda Bowen, with perhaps the most challcn' ging of the three parts , captivated the audi ence with the Innocence and sincerity of
,y. another world • another time.
Continued on page sixteen

mm
Sprin g Son g

The program for the spring concert of
the Colby College Glee Club and Chamber
Chorus , to be presented on Sunday, April
16 at 8:00 pm in Lon'mer Chapel , is drawn
from a wide varie ty of styles of accompanied
and a cappella choral music spanning several centuries. Hadyn , an eighteenth century
composer , and Rossini , whose major works
were composed in the early part of the nineteenth century, are represented by both
sacred and secular works. "O Magnum
Mys t erium ,'' composed by Thomas Luis de
Victoria in the latter part of the sixteenth
cen t ury, is an unaccompanied sacred motet,
rich in contrapuntal invention ; the Songs
of Farewell , a 193 0 sett ing by Frederick
Delius of poems from Walt Whitman 's
Leaves of Grass, has its roots in late nineteen th century chromaticism. Its texture ,
in contrast to that of most works on the
program , is almost wholly homophonic.
(This is no accident , as Delius, an Eng lish
composer, may have wan t ed t hese pieces
to evoke a hymn-like sound.)
The Colby College Chamber Chorus ,
a smaller , select group of voices, perfonns
works not only from the traditional
Italian and; English madri gal reper toire , but
also unaccompanied nine teenth century
par t songs for mixed voices. These latter
ore introspective and! lyrical on the one
hand (the Mendelssohn pieces) and festive
on the other (Rossini).
There is, t hen , no single dominan t
sjylc or purpose which these wor ks have

Films For , By,
And About
Women
Fri., Apri l 14 8:00pm Roberts
Rosey the Riveter
(Non-traditional jobs of women during WWII)
Sun., April 16 8:00 pm Roberts
The Scarlet Letter (.Silent) 1926
Screenp lay by Frances Mario n
Mon., April 17 12:30 Roberts , 8:0O Lovejoy
100
Union Maids: A Documentary about Women
Organizing in the 1930 's
Academy Award Nominee for Best Documentary
Directed by J ulia Reichert et. al.
Tues., April 18 12:30 Robert s 8:00 Rob erts
The Bigamist
directed by Ida Lup ino
Wed., April 19 12:30 Roberts 6:30 Roberts
Loft
The Wind (Silent) 1928
screenp lay by Frances Marion
Thurs., April 20 6.30 Roberts
Film discussion : J ohn Scar elli, Chairman
Dept. of Fine Arts at U Maine , Farrnington
will be speaking on 'Women Filmmakers '
Following discussion 8:00 Roberts
The Wild Party 1929
Fri., April 21 12:30 , 2:30 , 4:30 , 6:30
Smith Lounge , Runn als Union
Taking our Bodies Back - The Women 's
Health Movement
(Open to Women Only)

CONCERT

in common with one another: they represent different periods of music history ^
their perf ormance involves vastly different
forces , and their aesth etic effect ranges
from the profoundly spiritual to the witty
and comic. However, by demons t ra ting
the enormou s diversit y and richness of choral

Sat., April 22 8:00 Roberts
Between the Lines
Directed by J oan Michlin Silver
(director of Hester Street)
writing throughout music history, these
works collectively indi cate the importance
that every composer has attached to compositions for choruses.
The concert is open to the public
free of char ge.

The Glee Club in rehearsal f o r this Sunday 's concert

The Watchtower

Patti Smith 's Vision
by Chris Congdon

A whole bunch of interestin g new material has found it 's way to market in the.
past month and a half or so, following wh at
turned out to be a prett y dry winter. Garland Geffery 's One-Eyed J ack and Lou
Reed 's successful convolution of" confession
and redemption , Street Hassl e.a,re both significant and sometimes moving personal accounts (Street Hassle particularl y) that are
well worth the price of purchase for their
own sakes ; blood y indespensible for the fan .
But of the more widel y influenti al stuff Patti Smith 's qualified success East er deserves
the close attention.
Patti 's back from Ethiop ia and the
fringe s of total inaccesibility. She's back on
the right track , althoug h Easter is not the
breakthroug h I had hoped for. Actuall y it
was a misdirected hope anyway since, for
all the media hype of her sale ability, she
remains basicall y an "art rocker. " If she
ever does achieve a breakthroug h it won 't
be in any traditional sense, (i.e. rock and
roll) because she 's after something further ,
something that will be undefined until she
gets there. She hasn 't foresaken the melodies and forces that have given her so much
attention. But she 's true to her own ideals
and visions to the exclusion of most rock
and roll conventions including fun , and it 's
rel ation to, among other things , sex. Easter
is a reli gious album full of visions and pro phecies that sometimes doesn 't give the listener a 50-50 chance at liking it. Her feminine perspective , mysticism throug h sexuality, combined with undetermined visions
and objects of reverence are as insistent
and annoy ingly uncompromising as ever. It 's
one thing to make demands. It 's another
to make them using religion for conviction
and assurance , a practice known for it 's
quest ionable motives and ability to lose as
well as attract fans. To my way of thinking ,
the musi c should preceed the th eme, opening the door for a lyrical significance that
can call on the music once again for credi bility. Easter 's m oves in this direction accounts for some of it 's successes. The. superiority of this album with it 's increased melodic nature and accessibility to her singularly
vague poetry shows the necessary role melody and list enability play in even the most
ext reme forms of rock . Much of it remains
pr etty inaccesible however , and to an extent , your ability to like the album is limited by your ability to accept her ideas as oppos ed to her m usic , althoug h this albu m

* ELP

gives you a better shot than the others at
liking her for her music. ~
Songwise, I was a bit disgr untled with
the record at first because there 's a lot here
you can 't dance to. I like side one best , althoug h side two carri es the crux of her religious arg uments. "Easter ", the title cut ,
is typ ical ; with its church bells and bagp ipes
it proves that if you consider this effect ,
coup led with her lyrics, the clearer glimpse
of Smith as an artist , then you 'll love it.
On side one she waters down the sermons with a little more rock and volume.
"Till Victory, " a successful combina tion of
all her better musical instincts , uses relatively clean guitar (mostl y rh ythm) and bottom heavy drums to work as partners with
th e lyrics. Her voice is mixed out front
where it belongs , but she sings in a way
that compliments the music , instead of
dominating it. "Space Monkey, " in turn
takes her more extreme instinct; such as unharnessed vocalizing, tasteless use of instru mentation , and intrusive and extensive talk ing in the middle of songs, and shows them
in a humorous self effacing light thSt I
didn 't think she could see. She says it's
the self-parod y song to which every "beginning of a new era " album aspires. The
rest of the side is successful , except for
"Rock and Roll Nigger " which is offensive ,
not because of her insistentl y redeeming
and defying use of the word , but simply because the selection was inappropriate. Her
aim is clearl y not offensive , but she can 't
undo in three minutes the connotations of
the word s which inevitabl y get in the way
of the m essage rather than aid it. Her selfassured delivery only makes it worse. ' Lofgren's "Rock and Roll Crook" may have
had less passion , but it was improved
th roug h a more tasteful delivery. The pro duction , by the way, is great. J immy Iovine 's wall of sound is ab out as clean as
that approach can get , and her voice is
never lost to the confusion and unfocused
power of Radio Etheopia.
But Smith , to a certain extent , lacks
an objective ; a commitment. The talent is
there , but she is really telling us nothing ex
cept how great she is. This albu m isn't an
end in itself. That 's clear due to the mystic
faith in the as yet unknown nature of her
quest. Smith 's album has a way to go, but
it is as enjoyable as it is significant , and
shows her ability to produce innovat ive potent rock.

cussive workouts on Works I. They seem
peculiarly disjointed. An orchestrated
version
of Scott J oplin 's "Ma ple Leaf Rag"
the grou p und ertook a tour with a 75-piece
is
totally
uncalled for. Such stuff is fare for
orchestra. It was a field-day for the critics!
the
high
school
band. The ins trumental
"Pr etentious!" many of them cried. It was
When
the
Apple
Blossoms Bloom, etc.
a radical departur e. But was it really preis
of
dubious
meri
t. Its two final minutes are
tentious? No more pretentious thalf syiithe
onl
worthwhile
ones. Wat ching Over
y
Mussourgsky
in
1971.
It
is
not
thesized
You
is
an
astonishing
ly simple ballad witli
,
pretentious if it works and Works worked.
sophomoric , repe titive lyrics. Gre g Lake's
Though not withou t flaws , i t was generally
sing ing is hardly poignan t — wimpy is the
on enjoyable diversion.
word. Show Me t he Way t o Go Home
Now, I suppose that you are prepared
exhibi t s some class , bu t lacks innovation.
to hear me proc laim in g lowing terms that
We are left with two cuts - the
Works , Volume If is a masterpiece. Well
's best. Lake 's I believe in Father
albu
m
I' m not. As I said earlier , my bias is not
Christmas
is a subde , lush y-orchestra ted
to be equa ted with blindness. Works II
put-down of the Christmai myth - the high
comes close to being a lifeless collection of
poin t of the album. That its magic is
ELP rejec ts that some Atlantic exec, saw
somewhat diminish ed when one listens to
fi t. to resurrect and foist on the public ,
it on a J uly holiday in the sun is the only
dose - bu t not quite. The album does have drawback of the song. So Fa r to Fall is
a few cuts of meri t. It might be worth
the old ELP with new life. Sneaky lyrics
spring ing a dollar or two for.
by Pete Sinfield are a plus, and Lake shows
Side One features two songs penned
tha t he is still capab le of dynamic vocals.
ar ound t he t ime of t he Brain Salad Surgery
Added instrumentation heightens the song's
album. One is a single of the same name ,
impac t ra t her t han burying it,
t he o t her is Tiger in a Spotlight. Both are
Emerson , Lake and Palmer 's next effort
engag ing at times and worth a listen , but
will have t o be a s t rong one t o revive t his
ultimately forget table. Emerson lias two
cri t ic 's shaken faith. Works Volume II , an
overdone arrangem ents of older piano comade qua tely performed potpourri of g enerally
Eositions. Such remakes are fun for a change , poor material is a strike after a series of
u t are rap idly becoming Emersonian cliches. hits. Pretentious? Hardly. Mediocre? At best
T4vo Palmer numbers fall short of his per-

Echoes From
The Past
The following article appeared on the
front page of the Colby ECHO ten years
ago today. Take heed , Seller 's, take heed.Sunday was a beautiful day: the sun
was shining and there was a gentle breeze
blowing, leaving the typical student completely unpr epared for wha t was to come.
At eight o 'clock , just as it became dark , the
f irst victims fell sick and made their way to
the infirmary w here they would be met by
confusion , nausea , pills and baffled nurses.
Before the sun rose again on Mayflower
Hill, 121 men would report to the infirmary
for help -which was not forthcoming.
Speculatio n as to the cause has
pro.bed all possibilities, but as of this writing, no answer is in sight. The first thought
to enter the minds of the frightened and enraged student body was that this vile inf irmity was caused by the food at Roberts
Union. The rumor spread , unfounded except by a reasoning which revolved around
the premise that anything that tasted so
bad as Sunday night 's offering bad to be
injurious to health. Sellers immediately denied such reports, and for a moment reason
surrendered to emotion.
Roberts Union wasdater the scene of,
a food riot, and when the food and trays
had stopped f lying, reason returned , bopoomcre Mike Metcalf reported that be bad
become ill without having eaten the now in
famous meal, giving rise to new theories Al the Barber said the disaster bad been

caused by a U.F.O.; Fresh man Rand Surgt
reported that a small country in Europe ,
wishing to test a new chemical on an isolated
community had chosen Colby; ana station
WTVL attributed the sickness to Maine
cows. None of these theories have been
prove n false, but at Colby College, where
there are- more students vomiting than in all
of New York City, it is still generally
felt that Sellers must be doing somethin g
wrong.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Colby Outing Club sponsors the Stairwell
String Band on Friday, April 14- at 8:00 in
Roberts Loft. Admission is $.75 or $.50
for COC members. Come dance your cares
away !

s Films
*FiveWomen
Artists BILLBOBBILLBILLBOB

Stu-A Films will present The Wizard of
Oz starring J udy Garland on Friday, April 14
at 7:00 and 9:30 p.m. in Lovejoy 100.
Admission is $1.00. Also showing between
the first and second shows is the silent version made in 1925 starring Larry Semon
.,
and Oliver Hardy. Extremely differen t and
very funny.

Filmm aker: Gu nvor Nelson; Co-maker:
Dorothy Wiley
Tuesday, May 2
6:30 , T.V. Room

Film of five artists and filmmakers ,
A personal look at their lives at home and
at work in their studios. The sound
track is a collage of comments and music
by the artists mixed with personal impressions by friends and acquain tances.
(70 minute s)

Social Life present the Craig Peyton
Bond in Rober ts Loft on Saturday Apri l 15
at 8:30 p.m. Admission is free.

Moon 's Po ol
Filmmaker: Gunvor Nelson
¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦
'The search
for iden tity and resolution of self. Photographed underwater ,
live . bodies are intercut with natural landscapes creating powerful mood changes.. ,
images surface from the unconscious. " Prcude Harrie tt
(15 minu tes)

¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦

# The Lad y

The balance of t he cas t was cer tai nly
up to the caliber of the , lead players wi t h
verbal and visual gems glistening from the

Stu-A will present the National Lampoon
Roadsh ow "That 's not funny, th at 's sick!"
in Wadsworth Gym on Friday, April 14
at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are available at Roberts desk in advance for $2.00 and $3.00
at the door. Sponsored by Social Life.

jux taposition of George Kesaris and Fred
Frayer as the Chaplain and Tappercoom.
Li ghting for the production was subtle. An
occasional brea th taki ng effect such as a
pale blue moon pouring through ah open>
window added flair to the production. The
beamed se t wi t h i t s s t ained glass windows
was startling in its beauty and lent itself to
the lavish costumes and tones of area musicians. Everyone connec ted with The Lady 's
Not For Burning should be pleased and
take one final, well deserved , bow.

¦
»
¦

Sunday, April 16, Film Direc tion presents The Tenan t by Roman Polanski at
7:00 and 9:30 in Lovejoy 100. Admission $1.00. Polanski ( Chinato wn , Repulsio n)
leads his audience on a jou rne y throug h the
distorted rea lm of a human mind. Fri ghtening !
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Colby Nine Fin d Su rf And Tu rf
By Sam Weiser
Baseball, sun, and fun were the three
main priorities for the Colby Mules during
their spring vacation in Florida. Held to a
tight, eleven-game schedule, the players
still managed to play off the diamond, as
well as on. The Mules returned 3-8.
The 23-hour trip to Jacksonville began on the last Friday of classes.
Tired from the long trip and rough because of a lack of practice, tie Mules dropped their Florida opener to Wayne State
(Michigan) on Sunday morning. In the afternoon, the Mules woke up, led by Artie
Sullivan's two-hit, 3-1 effort , beating Jacksonville University. Sullivan not only stymied
the Jacksonville hitters, he hit a three-run
homer which accounted for the Colby runs .
Sullivan was "the best pitcher that we have
faced all year," according to the coach of
Div. I Jacksonville.
From Jacksonville the team travelled
to Orlando. Monday and Tuesday proved
to be rough days for the Mules. They dropped one game to the University of Wisconsin
and two to Rollins College. On Wednesday,
the Mules were hosted by Valencia College,
and pulled in a 9-5 victory, led by Rich
Buchanan 's five-hit effort. The Colby nine
looked impressive in the fiel d , committing
only one error. Rallying from earlier losses,
the defense was beginning to tighten and
the Mules began to shine.

Thursday, Sullivan came back to pitch
a five-hitter and defeat Florida Tech University 10-3. In the second game FTU
turned the tables on Colby.
On Friday and Saturday, the Mules
showed what a week of travelling and baseball can do to the body. The team was
soundly defeated by Valencia and lost a
doubleheader to Jacksonville. The Mules
had played eleven games in seven days and
they were physically exhausted.
Coach Wally Covell saw many promising lights in the trip, despite the losses in
Florida. Covell was impressed with the steady performance of Sullivan. Another Florida standout was junior Doug Lewing. Levying consistentl y made contact with the ball
at the plate and performed consistantly in
the outfield.
Tom Haggerty played at 2nd base
and Bruce Anacleto at shortstop, turning
in great efforts. Freshman Mike Drouin
showed that power will be a bi g factor in
the Mules' success, when he belted three
homeruns during the trip.
The Florida trip was not all devoted
to the business of baseball. Many of the
players found time to relax and enjoy some
of Florida.
While in Orlando , the team took some
time out to visit Disrieyworld. A few team
members drove to Winter Haven to see the

Red Sox play an exhibition game. A .couple
of die hards found their way across the
street to the local pool hall. Overall, the
Mules seem to have had an enjoyable time
in Florida.
Coach Covell indicated that some of
the team's question marks were answered
in Florida. Jay Donnegan emerged from a
group of four to become the starting 3rd
baseman. Some of the pitching questions
were also answered. The pitching rotation
will be anchored by Sullivan, followed by
Buchanan, G«rry Skinder, R.eid Cassidy,
and Tony Cunningham.
Buchanan was the biggest surprise of
the trip. He proved to be the iron man,
working four games with only one or two
days rest. The solid pitching of Buchanan
will surely enh ance Colby's chances for
success.
The 1978 Florida trip was a success
even though the 3-8 record is not indicative of this. The pitching staff got a lot of
work and look primed for the season. The
infield is solid now with the addition of
Donnegan at third . The Mules appear to
have a promising road ahead of them.
Colby students can get their first
glimpse of the Mules this Saturday in a
doubleheader against Amherst. Come out
and supp ort your Mules.

On April 29th and 30th, the Colby
Woodsmen 's Teams are hosting the 31st
annual Intercollegiate Woodsmen 's Weekend.
Originating in 1947 to revive the
woodsmen 's skills of the Bunyan Era, the
meet has become a tradition at many colleges and universities in the northeastern
U.S. and Canada. Since that first meet,
competition has expanded to include such
schools as U. of Maine, Dartmouth , U. of
N.H., Syracuse U., U. of New Brunswick ,
and several others. Usually, each school
sends three competing teams (a men 's A
and B, and one women's) besides an alumni
team.
This spring Colby is expecting approx
imately 30 teams for the two-day competition.
The excitement begins at 9 on Sat.
with the felling event: each team fells a
28 ft. tree for time and accuracy. During ,
the day , a variety of other contests take
place-cross-cut and swede sawing, speed
chopping, splitting and axe throwing, as
well as log rolling, chain sawing and firebuilding.
There will be a cont ra dance t hat
nigh t at 8 pm in Dana Hall for lumberjack s and Colby students alike.
The competition resumes on Sunday
for the canoeing and packboarcl events.
Johnson Pond will be the site of some
swift paddling and undoubtedly a few
chilly dunkings.
Come and experience this wild and
crazy event. Discover the spirit of oldtime logging tliat really does exist-sawing
skills and axemanship haven't been lost
ent irely t o "p rogress " in the form of chain

^oto ^y Martha McCluskey

1978 Baseball Schedule
Fri. Apr.
Sat.
Tue.
Fri.
Sat.
Tue.
Fri.
Sat.
Mon.
Tue.
Fri.
Sat.
Mon. May
Wed.
Fri.
Sat.
Tue.
Fri.

7 Holy Cross
8 Trinity (2)
11 U.M.P.G.
14 Thomas
15 Amherst (2)
18 U.N.H.
21 Brandeis
22 Nichols (2)
24 Bowdoin
25 Maine
28 W illiams
29 Tufts (2)
1 Bates
3 Bowdoin (2)
5 U.N.H.
6 U.M.F. (2)
9 Maine
12 Bates (2)

Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Home

3 :00
12:00
3:00
3 :00
12:00
3 :00
3 :00
1:00
2:00
3.00
3=00
12:00
2:30
1:00
3:00
12:00
2:30
1:00

Woodsmen Weekend
b^ Kath \ Kehoe

Woodspeople in action

Colby Mules

saws and gian t skidders. The legend of
Paul Bunyan lives on!!
If anyone is interested in being a
timer or judge for the meet, please contact Gary Winer , ext. 309 or sign up on
die C.O.C. bulletin board , If you can
volunteer your time before the meet, the
woodsmen need any "hel p they can get
Call Kathy kehoe (873-5303).

I Play
by K a ren Pazar y
The spring seaso n for int ramural
sports is here again, and everyone-men,
women, and faculty is urged to participate.

Anyone interested in forming a Softball team
should have their roster in by April 14. In
order to be accep t ab le, it must be signed
by both the team captai n and the intramural director. A and B league commissioners and umpires are still needed.
A mini-marathon is being planned for
some time early in May. A commissioner
is needed t o plan and organize this event.
It will-be approximately a 13-mile run and
prizes will be awarded.
The gym is open 1 night a week from
7-9 pm for anyone interested in playing
badminton. Any ideas for o ther spring
sports will be welcomed . Just contact
Gene DeLorenzo, ext. 227.

Colby N ets Loss
by Becky Peters
Last Thursday a season opener led
the tennis-minded Mules down to Babson
College where Babson overcame Colby, 8-1.
The final score appeared deceptively uneven
for many of the matches went to a deciding third set. Against a surprisingly powerful lineup for Babson that included
three former Columbia tennis players, Colby's sole win came from the No. 3 doubles
team of Captain Dave Kayatta and John
Sartor. Colby's slated match against M.I.T.
on Friday was cancelled due to spring
showers in the Commonwealth.
This year's Men 's Tennis Coach, Bernie
LaLiberte, a past Colly graduate, hold s a
high state ranking in his age division. This
year's team holds potential for a good
season, but lack of experience appears to
be the main problem facing the Colby netmen at the moment.
ThVTeamIncludes only two returning
seniors: Dave Kayatta, occupying the No. 2
court, and Jim Tribble. The remainder of
the team consists of a mixture of freshmen
and sophomores. Deserving particular mention are sophomore Bob Desmond and

freshman Jon Kaufman. Bob Desmond,
Colby's No. 1 tennis ace, is a strong overall player, while Jon Kaufman, in the No. 3
tennis slot, is highly skilled, especially in
doubles play.
The relative youth of this year's tennis team should work to Colby's advantage
during the next two seasons, with Coach
LaLiberte not having to deal with the usual
headaches of losing players to the graduation process. Last year the netmen had a
4-5 overall record, but most of the losses
were against out-of-state teams.
According to Bob Desmond, once
again Colby's team should do well in
Maine. The entire team is looking forward
to being able to finally practice outdoors,
as non-Maine teams have been able to do
for weeks.
For those who enjoy good tournament
play, Colby is hosting their annual Invitational meet, with each of the top six players from Bowdoin, Bates, U.M.O. and Colby
competing for top honors. The meet takes
place this Saturday, with play beginning at
10:00 down at the fieldhouse. Be there.
Aloha.

Colby Ruggers

Roug hed By Tuf ts
By Lar ry Bra nyan

On Saturday the Colby Rugby Football
Club fielded two teams in an away game
at Tufts. This was the club's first game and
it was encouraging to see both the "A" and
"B" teams showing so much promise, despite narrow defeats.
The "A" team consisted of the more experienced players and some new recruits.
The team was unfortunately weakened by
the absence of our captain, Gary Devoe,
who was unable to p lay as a result of a
training injury. Nevertheless, the remaining
players were all highly spirited, enthusiastic
and u ndeterred.
The game proved to be a hard fought
contest which required all the players'
strength and skill. The new recruitsdistinguished themselves and deserved their hard
earned "A" team places. The notable recruits in the forwards were Brad Richards
and Steve Pfaff, who were invaluable in assisting experienced forwards like Jeff Bernard, Larry Branyan, Ron Debois, Steve
Culver, Joe Coan and Scott Packer to win
the ball. The forwards were ably led by
Steve Culver, who as scrum leader, did an
excellent job.
The "A" team's points were scored by
Steve Boss from a penalty kick and Peter
Krone from a superbly executed field goal.
The six points gained from these plays were,
however, not enough to beat the twelve
points that Tufts scored from their three
tries, which they failed to convert.
The backs had no less of on easy task in
preventing Tufts from scoring, despite the
forwards' efforts. Shortly after the start of
the game, Matt Donahue hod , to be replaced
by Bob Ruzzo, as Matt was carried off the
field with an untimely knee injury. This
was yet another blow to the team, as Matt
showed a lot of potential in the short time
he was on the field. Dave Clarendon, another
Spring recruit, played well with the other
backs, who were seasoned players such as
temporary captain Peter Krone, Steve Riviere,
Bill Muller, Steve Boss and Steve Burke. .
The new recruits have now hod some
game experience, and in conj unction with
the experienced players, ought to play exciting gomes against Middlebury on Saturday and Portland 'on Sunday.

The "B" team, although lacking finesse,
was no less exciting a game to watch. It
consisted mainly of new recruits, with some
of the "A" team players who played a
second game. This team, like the "A" team,
showed a lot of promise despite the 6-0 defeat. Notable players were Dave Clarendon,
Ted Bolduc, Jim Bourne and John Polimeno
These "A" team players who played again
were naturally exhausted and did not play
as good a game. All players played as well
as could be expected, and some, such as
Ted Bolduc, showed unexpected potential,
which was very encouraging.

In The Long Run
by Kevi n Fahey

throng to watch the gruelbng event now.
This year's Marathon will be a race to
Just imagine - running from Colby to
remember.
In addition to the record numPittsfield, ME or from Hopkinton to Boston, ber of participants,
there are some strong MA. Just imagine running 26 miles and
competitors
entered
in the race. 10 of the
1
some odd yards. That 's what 4672 men
entrants
are
marathon
veterans, having
and women are going to do on April 17,
clocked
the
distance
in
two hours and 20
in the annual running of the world famous
minutes
or
better.
Bill
Rodgers,
Frank
Boston Marathon.
Shorter,
Fultz
and
Jock
Drayton
Jerome
The Marathon, begun in 1897 and run
are men to watch.
yearly on Patriot's Day in Boston, is consiFrank Shorter, the 1972 Olympic maralong-distance
runners
to
be
dered by many
thon
winner has never run the Boston
the ultimate marathon. The course scans
race
before
and will try to be the first Olym
26 miles and 385 yards , covering the hilly
pic
gold
medalist
to win in Boston. Jock
terrain between Hopkinton and the PrudenFultz, who finished first in the hottest
tial Center in Boston.
Boston Marathon on record will be a top
Hills make the BAA (Boston Athletic
contender again this year. Controversial
Association) race infamous: beginning in
Jerome Drayton, winner 1977 is reappearwinding
and
the suburb of Hopkinton
ing
in the ranks after having sworn never
through A shland , Frarningham, Natick, Welto
compete
at Boston again. He denounced
lesley,Newton, Brookline, the route takes
the
BAA
race
as one of the most disoranizin nearly every hill between Hopkinton and
ed
races
in
the
world, after finishing first
Boston, "Heartbreak Hill" immortalized in
last year.
running lo re, is one of the most famous uphottest competition will be
grades in the marathon, a point where many between The
Rod
gers,
Shorter and Drayton.
runners' hopes of winning or even finishing
Drayton
will
defend
his title against the
have been dashed.
other
two
world
class
marathoners. But
The BAA Marathon has grown and
Fultz is still a potential winner along
changed in many ways since 1879. The race with the perennial
possibility of a "dark
has become longer, it now covers the stanhorse" winner.
dard marathon distance, lengthened from
Wlioever crosses the line first, the con
its original 24 miles and 1232 yards. This
testants who push themselves the full 26
year, the route is undergoing,slight modifiand 385 yards in wheelchairs deserve the
cations again, changes being made to acgreatest admiration and acclaim.
comodate the large crowd of runners and
spectators.
The marathon has grown in size as
well as length over the years. 4672 is a far
cry from the die-hard 15 participants in
the initial run. Entrants this year in dude a
large number of women and even some
people confined to wheelchairs. Between
1897 and 1968, the marathon averaged
about 100-1000 entrants. In 1968, women
became eligible to run, upping the number
SSHDEDDBEBEEDOnSKSESSSECDBO
of competitors into the thousands. Despite
the restrictions of age (18 years of age or
older) and qualifying times (under three
hours for men under 40 and under three
and a half hours for women and the older
men.
The number of spectators has increased
as well. Leaping from the estimated 100 in
1897 to the uncontrollable numbers that

J OSIPH 'S

off

Fai rf i e l d

20% off
all baseball &
softball gloves

• BASEBALL

Continued f r ompage eleven
first inning and came bock with 7 in the
second
to give pitcher Gerry Skinder an 11
Rugby Schedule
run lead after only 2 innings.
Skinder allowed 9 hits, striking out 9
Trinity batters and walking 3. Skinder's
team 12-6 lost fine effort was due again to the devastating
8 April
7,'A'tearn
r (Sat.) Tufts Away
B'
. 6-0 lost
plate performances of Buchannan, Spillane
and Drouin.
Cancelled.
9 April (Sun.) Harvard
Buchannan had a single, double
and hone run giving him a 6 for 11 per15 April (Sat.) Middlebury Home 1 p.m.
formance for the day. Spillane also nod
another home run during the second game.
16 April (Sun.) Portland Home 1 p.m.
Drouin had a grand slam in the 7 run second inning.
22 April (Sat.) UMO Away
The Mules added 8 more runs in the
fifth
and sixth innings to pad their lead.
23 April (Sun.) Maine Maritime Academy
The
19
runs came on 13 hits with no ColHome 1 p.m.
by errors. The second game was called
after six innings because of darkness.
29 April (Sat.) Bowdoin Away
The outstanding performances of Buchannan,
Drouin, and Spillane are an indication
Invitational
6 May (Sat.) 1st Annual Colby
of the Mule's potential. Colby 's off ense
Home 11 a.m. onwards.
appears better than expected after their
31 hit 2 game series. The solid performances
Rugby
All home games will be played on the
by
Buchannan and Skinder have given confield. Hotdogs, popcorn and soft drinks
fidence
to the Mule's pitching staff.
period.
trial
at
the
field
for
a
will be sold
Coming off this successful road-trip, ColAll are cordially invited to attend. Mimeoby will hose Amherst College Sat. in in
graphed outlines of the rules will be made
important doubleheader. With the possibiliavailable at the field for all interested
ty that Coombes field will be unplayable
spectators.
Saturday, the Amherst games may have to
be played at Bowdoin. Saturday's contest
begins at 12 noon.

up to 40% off
selected
running shoes
Addidas, Nike, Converse...
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Out ing Club Sp ring
Brea k—Sn owy Succ ess
by Kathy Kehoe & Ellyn Mon tgomery
On Wednesday March 29, people
gathered from all parts of the earth to prepare for a wild and wooley backpacing tri p
to the Colby section of the Appalachian
trail.
Thursday, the rugged (beastl y) bunch
descended upon the Long Pond Stream
lean-to (the Monson end of the trail) amidst sunshine and warm weather. Before
dinner , th ey took a quick tr ip to see the
famed Slugund y Falls Suspension Bridge
(built by three hard y Colby students one
J an.) Uncle Al took a mud bath along the
way, providing the day 's entertainment Friday dawned clear and balmy, as
the group strapped on packs and snowshoes,
read ying for the ascent of Barren Mou ntain.
The steepest and most interesting parts of
the climb required a rope assist; as there
was plenty of ice and two feet of snow on
the mounta in. Barren ledges, however , were
relatively free of snow (and remarkably
wind free) and thus provided a perfect
lunch spot on the sun baked rocks. The
view of Lake Onaw a and the valleys beyon d
was spectacular .
On nearing the summit , the sunshine
became interspersed with periods of driving
snow, which spurred the group on to
Cloud Pond. .
Cloud Pond was completel y frozen
and the surroun ding area full y snowed over
The next day 's progress was slow, back a-

long the Barren Ridge due to persistant
snow, but sliding down the other side of
the mountain was superior , as all will attest.
While collectin g water at Long Pond ,
Ellyn took an earl y spring swim (unintentional of course). That night , an other delicious meal a la Kathv was enioved by all.
Plenty of feeble singing and hearty laughter
could be heard around the fire.
The return tri p to Colby was uneven t
fill, the campers stopped only once, to
buy ice cream cones.
There will be another wild and wooley trail maintenance tri p later this spring. .
Keep posted by checking on the outing
club bulletin board for more details
Wore outing club news: The Stairwell
String band is play ing for a contra dance at
Colby this Friday at 8 pm in the Dana
Dining Hall. They are excellent musicians,
well worth the 50 cent admission for O.C.
members and 75 cents char ge for all others
Also, a tri p to the White Mountains
will be leaving Fri. afternoon. The destination is Tuckermans Ravine for skiing,
climbing and whatever. Sign-up sheets on
bulliten board by O.C. room , there is still
room for a few more people, it should be
an excellent tri p !

The Puffin farc
for youths .
One of the first things .^^^^ HEfi ^y
young Purlins learn to do , ^0^|^Hk£Sb
:is fly Icelandic. \ ^|^H9Hw - ^m*%v
$V
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$275
$400
Icelandic to Euro pe
Roumltrip 14-45 day M»I1X faro from N.Y.*
Roundtrip Viwith Fare. Good thru age 2$.
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Sap Tappin g Progress Report
by Margare t Murphy
Colby College Government Professor
Sand y Maisel, a candidate for the First Dis
trict Congressional seat, received the endorsement of the Maine "Young Democrats
at their bi-annual convention held April 1
and 2 at State Democrat ic Head quarters
in Augusta. The thirty -six member C.C.
Young Democrats Club was represented
by eight delegates.
Maisel 's surprise victory over State

Representative Dick Spencer of Standish
was seen as a demonstration of growing
support.
Representative Richard "Sp ike" Carey
of Waterv ille, received the gubernatorial endorsement and J im Henderson received the
Second District Congressiona l endorsement.
Gubernator ial candidates Phil Merril and
J osep h Brennan and Congr essional cand idate J ohn Quinn spoke at the convention
but did not receive endorsem ent.

ATO To Cele bra te
Fo un ders Day
Dean-Emeritus Ernest C. Marriner will be
the princi pal speaker at the annual Founders
Day dinner of the Colby ATO chapter on
Sunday, April 16, at the Alumni House , following initiation ceremonies at the chapter
house beginning at 3 :00 p.m.
All alumni and members of undergraduate
chapters in the area are invited , it was announced by house president Dwight Allison.
The affair will commemorate the college
Fraternity 's 113th anniversary of its founding, Sept. 11, 1865, at Vir ginia Military Institute by three young Confederate veterans
who sought to heal the hatreds of the Civil
War throug h a brotherhood of college men.
The Colby chapter was founded in 1892.
The Fraternity now has 147 chapters and
colonies at institutions of higher learning,
as well as 122 Alumni Associations throug hout the nation.
Awards for 25 and 50 years of member
ship in ATO will be presented to several
alumni.

Otis A. Glazebrook , the princi pal Founder ,
had a career of nearl y 50 years as an Episcopal minister. In 1914, he was named U.S.
Consul at Jerusalem by President Wilson and
served until America entered World "War I.
In the period of U.S. neutrality, he acted as
counsul for eight countries and safeguarded
the welfare of 70,000 refugee s. Later , he
was named Consul at Nice, France , remaining in th at post until just prior to his death
in 1931 at the age of 85.
Another Founder , Erskine Ross, became
a leading member of the California bar and
was a U.S. district judge from 1886 to 1925
He founded the city of Glendale and was
noted for his fearle ss decisions. He died in
1928.
The third Founder , Captain Alfred Mar shall, was a civil engineer in charge of construction of a portion of the Mobile and
Montgomenry Railroad. He was stricke n by
the ravages of yellow fever while directin g
the operation in the midst of a swampy and
malarious tract of the country.

:

A career in law without law school .

ifSM ^^ iBM
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IS THIS
WHAT YOUR

KISSES
TASTE1IKIT

, If you smoke cigarettes ,
'
: jybu taste like one.
/ :. ¦:;
Your clothes and hair
can smell stale and
un pleasant , too.
You don 't notice it. but
people cl ose to you do.
Especially if they don 't
smoke.

AMERICAN
5J
CANCER SOCIIfYr
. .

TWs »|micis eimirlhuii.il hy ihe
pul) |inhui usu public (service.

Spend next somester In Boston

Tho

What can y ou do wi t h only a bachel or 's degree?

Now there is a way to bridge the gap between an
underg radua t e education and a challenging , responsible
career. The Lawyer 's Assis tant is able to do work tradi-

tionally done by lawyers.

Three mon ths of intensive training can give you the
skills—-the cour ses are taught by lawyers. You bhoose
one of the seven courses offered—choose the cit y in
which you wan t to work.
Since 1970, The Institute for Paralegal Training 'has
placed more than . 2,000 graduates in law firms , banks ,
and corp orations In over 80 cities.
If you are a sen ior of high academic standing and are
interested in a career as a Lawyer 's Assistant , we 'd like

to meet you.

Contact your placement office for an interview with our
. repres entative.
We will visit your campus on:

New England
Program
of Bost on ,
University

¦
interdis ciplinary regional studies
ae>me8t«Mor college
so phomores and iimiors
¦1$ orodlthou rs ot research, . . ...
internship andcoursework In: '
" Regiona l Culltir *
Urtmn Affairs '
For information *nd appfc afton write the Now England Program
:, ' BostonUrvveroity-CIA 223
725 Commonwealth Ava,
Boston, M* 02215 '

Thursday, Apri l 20

The Institute for
Paralegal Trainin g

235 South 17th Street , Phila delph ia, Pennsylvania 19103
, (215) . 732-66.00
Operated by Para-Legal , Inc .
'

—
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Summer to^a>

Commercial telecast ing with Channel
6 engineering dept. WCSH -Portl and
Tour Guides for the Wadswort hLongfellow House.
Retail positions with Trispar Marine
Co., in Manset , Maine
See LJ 1 10 for more summer jobs.
•¦anDamiuaM c

Hirin g tour guides for the summer ,
please drop by Admissions if interested.

30 Summer J obs Available: Resort
near Lake Michigan. J une 1-Lab or Day.
Send self-addressed , stamped envelope to:
Mary C. Ott
Sunny brook Resort
South Haven MI 49090
Summer J obs in Local Scout Camp
There are a number of summer job opportunities available at Camp Bomazeen , the
Boy Scout Camp on Gr eat Pond in Belgrade , Maine. Please contact Prof . Small,
Mudd 408, X 384 for mor e information.

Training Progr am
The New York Public Interest Research
Group, In c. is offering an inten se, systematic one year training program in community organizing for a limited numb er of
people with a good aptitude for working
with people. An educational experience
with stipends such as room and board pro vided as well as medical expenses, wortrelat ed expenses, access to car and spendin g
money . See LJ 110 for more information .

Summe r work /sfaid y
Crossroads Africa sends many volunteer students to English and French
speaking African countries to live in the
communities and help in many vital
self-hel p projects. Academic credit , if
approved by Colby, can be obtained as
well as valuable references.
If you 're interested in part icipating in
Crossroads Africa, Inc., this summer in
one of 34 English or-French -speaking countries in Africa , see Mrs. Kiralis in Eustis
205. Projects in rura l village communities
include agriculture , music, art , archaeology,
health education , journalism , community
development and building schools and
health clinics.
I^*^m^m^nm *i^mmmnm

The following companies will be recruiting at Colb y. Se LJ llO to sign for a
time.
April 20 Insti tute for Paralegal
Training
April 21 IBM Office Products Div.
April 25 K-Mart Apparel Cor p.
Fresh Ink is sponsoring summer internshi ps
in Marketing/Advertisin g, Editorial/Re porting, and Art/Photo graphy. Deadline is May 1
See LJ 110 for details.

Lost
2 rings , one aqua marine
(blue stone) in gold setting and one
oval-shaped onyx ring. Reward.
Great sentimental value. If found ,
please contact Alice at ext. 530.
Lost : A small brown wallet contain ing sum of money . Also contains Colby
I.D. Rewar d. If fou nd, please call Brian,
x 475.

Lost
Lost: One pink coral hoop earr ing
that means a lot to me. Call D onna x530

For Sale.- Pioneer Gum Rubber
Shoes, women 's size 8-$ 12.00. In excellent condition. Call Sue Viger , ext. 549,
318 Champ lin.

Gold-colored necklace in the J udoYoga room in the fieldhouse on Feb. 24.
If found , please contact David Mills at
x. 535. Its re tu rn would be great ly appreciated. $5.00 reward.

1975 Kawasaki KZ 400, many accessories, low mileage, excellent condition ,
tuned , inspected . $825-call 453-2179
or see Lillian at the bookstore.

Found

•MMiMHn -MB

Sprin g Carniv al

Found at Roberts Desk
1 red mitten
1 brown , tan & white mitten
1 vinyl-lined glove
1 red , violet, yellow plaid scarf
1 mustard-colored scarf
1 button-on pocket scarf
1 navy cotton glove
1 brown mohair hat .
1 green woll hat
1 UCLA mitten
1 gray/white wool shirt jacket
1 brown leather memo/calendar book
1 hammered metal loop earring
1 silver metal earring
1 pair glasses in red case
1 pair ballet glasses
1 horse 's leg key chain
1 Renauld glass case
1 silver chain link bracele t
1 I.D. w/AMA insignia
1 silver necklace w/pendant and inscri ption
-various keys
Found: One Bean 's hunting jacket in
Foss classroom-identify and it's yours. '
Contact J on Crocker , 254 Woodman * x559.
Please send brief notices to ECHO
"L ost and Found " and turn in items at
Roberts Desk.

Lost: Blue kni t gloves with red suede
palms. Lost before vacation in Arey building. Call Chery l, ext. 524.

Th ere have .been two pairs of skis
shipped int o Waterville by th e airline without any tags to identify them . If anyone
has lost these skis, please contact Mr. Grindall at B&G.

Lost : Silver horseshoe -shaped keyring
with the initials SWH. If found, please
contact Sue Hedlock , 206 Dana, Ext. 44-2.
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For Sale

'

There will be a Spring Carnival meeting on Wednesday evening at 6 p.m. .in the
Hurd Room , Roberts Union. Much more
help is need ed to make it a success. Those
already working on Spring Carnival and
other interested students are urged to
attend .
Ed Smith
Chris Noonan
Pierce Archer

Any individual or group of individuals
interested in playing music or in some other
form of entertainment on Frat Row on the
April 29 Spring Carnival Day please contaq t
David Goldsmith (x533), Gibb y Pitcaim
(x551), or Ed Smith (x364) before Sunday,
April 23.
The Oracle is looking for people with
darkroom experien ce to hel p process prin ts
for the yearbook. Anyone wh o is interested
please contact Geoff Parker , Chri s Noonan
(x247), or J ohn De-vine (x364). The end of
the school year is nearin g and we would appreciate your help.

Announc ements
The Career Planning Library is now
open evenings from 15:30-9:00 Mond ay thru
Thursday. , You can use all the material s in
the office at your leisure.
Please take advantage of this time to
investigate the resources which have recently
been reorganized for greater facility of use.
The materials are always being updated for
you.
Now you have greater access ; please ,
cornel
The Stude nt and Faculty Board of
Trust ee Representatives would like to invite
students and faculty members to an informal gathering to be held in Smith Lounge
(Runn els) on Apri l 14 from 4:30 to 5:45
p.m. to discuss current issues at Colby with
the Board of Tru stees. Bever ages and cheese
will be served.

Seniors are advised t o reserve caps
and gowns at their earliest convenience.
There will be an $11.00 deposit ($5 .00 will
be refunded upon return of gown ). Sign
up at the bookstore .

SOCrSUlGS by phil cangaloal

Students are reminded of th e annu al
J ohn Alden Clar k essay prize in Philoso ph )
and Religion . The prize , consis t ing of
books , is to a stu dent who has manifested
marked ori ginali ty in an essay written in
connec tion with classwork in phil osophy
or reli gion. Th e deadli ne is April 15th , but
in view of the short warni ng time , please
see Mr. Reurnan , Lovejoy 312, whether or
no t you can meet that deadline , if you
anticipate submittin g an essay for the competition.
We would like to have prints or slides of

Colby people , places or events. Please dro p
them by the Ad minions Office.

L
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Announceme nts

.
Teaching Fellowship
The Hun School of Princeton
announces a program of teaching fellowships at the secondary level for 1978-79.
The purpose is to help college graduates
prepare for a career.
See LI 10 for more info.
Also many teaching positions are
listed in the LJ110 Career Planning Office!
^
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Announceme nts

Any student wishing to make up a
Jan Plan this semester must be registered
by April 17.th. The work must be in by
May 15th. Registration forms are available
in Eustis 205.

^
"

The Institute of International Education
today announced that the official opening
of the 1979-80 competition for grants
for graduate study or research abroad in
academic fields and for professional training>
, in the creative and performing arts is
A;i scheduled for May 1, 1978.
Interested students should contact the
campus Fulbright Program Adviser, Prof.
Jean Bund y, located in L409-G for further information and application material.
The campus deadline for filing 1979-80
app lications will be October 15, 1978.

Make someone happy:
Enroll your child in Colby College
Nursery School, for children and grandchildren of Colby faculty and staff , held each
morning in the Colby Chapel basement
from 8:15 to 11:45. Call x225 for details.
No child to enroll?
Assist the Nursery School if you have
an extra hour or two. Colby students are always welcome! Great fun and experience
for all.
The Ad Hoc Student Committee on
evaluating the financial policy of the Student Government encourages suggestions
pertaining to the recent financial problems
of Stu-A. Anyone who would like to voice
their opinion please contac t Bob Lizza
(x379, Box 898) before April 18, 1978.

collegiate crossword

The following items found in
Eustis are being kept at the Registrar's
office : 1 scarf , 1 pair of mittens, 1
glove. Call x20S or see the registrar.
Typing: 65 cents per page
Call Lori, Dana 229, Ext. 465
New York State Government offers
positions in the naturaJ sciences as Trainees
and Junior Scientists. An exam is requiredDeadline is May 22 , 1978. See Career Planning Office, LI 10, for more info.
Please note a few changes in the Student Association Film Series. The April
28th showing of The Passenger has been
-postponed to' May 10th. On April 30th at
2 p.m., Young Frankenstein will be shown
in Lovejoy 100.

1 Na val academy

studeh /t
7 Argentine port
14 Cooking ingredient
15 Structural peculiar
it y an horses, etc.
16 . Evalua t e
17 Hot da y
18 Sur pass

19 Mos t weird
21 Pitcher 's s tatistic

22 For fear tha t

24 Probability
25 Mornings

26 Shot of liquor
27 Sin* the putt
(2 wds.)
2 9 Boun d less
31 Violent woman

35 Pictures que
36
Cur t is
37 Financial defer.se

mecdanism
38 Miss Colbert
41 Form a hard

43 Groundkeepe r ' s aid
44 Beat merci l essly

46 Leveret

47 Creme
creme
48 Part of BMOC
49 Surfeit
51 India
53 Strengthened by
• heati ng '
55 Peruvian mamma l

g: "Here we gr owagain."
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:Worksh ops at
j:j : Human Kind Center
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Solution on page f ive
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57 Ty pe. of clam :
58 New York Island
59 Certain singing
• groups
60 Most sensible

•j :

:::; upcoming: Spiritual Exploration 3/25
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' PRESIDENT PERFORMING ; ARTIS'i!; ¦
y
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PRESIDEN T ASSOCIATE PERF0RJ ..I1."G ...'.'.:'I:,?:•

PRESIDENT ASSOCIATE TECHNICAL ..V?I ¦TS
send inquiries 'to :
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DOWN

1 Defensive d itc h
2 Ru d eness
3 Got rid of
4 Lady d eer
5 Smal l map withi n
a lar g er one
6 To be: Lat.
7 Move d li ke a
hairline
8 Ci ty in Nichi gan
9 Spanish painter
10 Quite old (abbr. j
11 Sew a g ain
12 Cool drinks
13 Gumbo in gredient
17 Move sideways
20 Give support '
23 Cer tain cockta i l
25 Jock
league
26
27 Sound of a drurikan
28 Like some cars
30 Hay of conducting
onesel f
32 Repay an injury
33 Fascinates

34 Cry

36 Smal l dwelling
38 Lunar sights

39 Gruesome

40 Befuddled
42 Ski lodge
44 French relative

45 Building wi ng

47 Airline company
48 Part of Einstein ' s
equation

49 I dentical
50 Russian news

agency

52 German philosopher
54 What trenchermen

can do

56 Search for gol d

^¦l*^r»
% Call us: 426-8010
$* 206 Mutton Lane 04927 ^^t%ftmV
&

Ecology Studies
You can earn up to 15 credits at the
Center for Human Ecology Studies in Freeport, Maine. William Seretta, President of
the Center, will be here on April 18, in
Sturtevant Lounge to talk with interested
students.
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Af Core y
Musk Center
"E VE R YTHJN G IN M USIC "
99 Main St.

872-5622

Feat uring Pizza & Asst. SandViches
Ice Cold Draug ht Beer
Free deliver y, $12.00 m inimum ,
af ter 7:00 p.m., Plzia and Subs
Open Daily 11 a..m. to 12 p.m.

41 Temple St. Waterville

If you are interested in applying for
one of the Walker Scholarship grants for
summer study in Mexico, pick up an application form from Professor Priscilla Doel,
Lovejoy 409-J, or from Mrs. Kiralis in
Eustis 205- The deadline for submission of
applications is Friday, April 21st.
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The Public Protection Bureau of the
Attorney General's Office offers an intern
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L-Mi'L'La'
irLLt 'Crime And Pun ishment

The Ra pe Of The J ock
To the Editor
; "Arm a virumque cano; qui es in caelis . . ."

One of the basic tenets of the law is that the punishment should fit the
crime. With regard to the Slavin/Archer affair the ECHO feels this policy should be
adhered to. Putting the case before the Student J udiciary represents the only sensible
way for the mat ter to be solved. Their decision should then become the final word ,
with no ifs, ands , or buts.
What reall y concerns us is the severity of the punishment. We believe that
the matter has been left in the han ds of the muckraking public for too long. Why
didn 't Kap lan press charges a month ago when the evidence first became available?
Slavin and Archer have alre ady paid bac k a good deal of their debt in the form of tarnished reputati ons. They are no longer public figures and th ey should be tried on misconduct charges , rather than fraud. Excessive severity is not appro priate and does more
harm th an good to the Colby community .
Slavin and Archer did wron g-that cannot be denied. What merits consideration , however , is the quasi-governmental struc ture at Colb y. If students need to resort
to quoting Maine Statutes in order to charge two "petty criminals " with fraud , then
our constituti on is incomp lete .
Students need to re-examine the laws themselves . The Stu-A Constitution
sorel y needs revision. Guidelines and specific penalties must be clearl y stated and a
code of ethics establish ed for all offices of the Student Association.
Wh y set needed precedents at the expense of two students when the scales
of justice can be bette r balanced by reform? Perhaps consultation with Prof. Mavrinac
would provide the constitutional expertise necessary for students to construct or interpret concrete by-laws.

Sp rin g H as Spr un g
Spring is here at last. Despite mudd y .paths and wet and windy days, Spring
fever encompasses all those who populate the Colb y campus. Pretty girls are becoming
prettier , skirts lengths are growing shorter and relationships are blooming. The stale
boredo m that winter bre eds is rap idly disappearing now that the last of the snow is
taking its long-awaited leave. The greenness of the grass is retu rning and people arc
slowly awakening from their winter hibernation to emerge to the fresh awar eness
~~
th at is Spring.
After the many mont hs of winter bleakness , Spring fever is an essentia l part
of campus life. More and more people are taking advantag e of the warmer weath er. Dana
beach is experienci ng an increa sing amount of popularity . Daytime studiers are dotting
the campu s lawns. People are out to have a good time before the dreaded Week of Woe
is upon us. The general concensus of opinion app ears to be " roll on summer."
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What dire Offence from injured Feelings springs ,
What mighty Contests rise from trivial Things ,
I sing-This Verse to Colby , Muse! is due ;
This , e'en Stu-J may vouchsafe to view :
Slight is the Sin, but not the Punishments
, the Intransi gents .
of
and
The hirsute Clan of Lambda did insist
To Neoph ytes they undertake the Ctuest;
First drink of Whiskey (Bacchus bless this Herd!),
Then steal the Keg, and do not breathe a Word '.
Subtlety was never Lambda 's strong Suit;
. What Fools would undertake a hot Pursuit
Of twenty drunken muscle-bound young Brethren
(Who average 215 and 6 foot 7)?
Once in Phi Delt the Keg they do espy,Now moves (so fast and oh so sly)
The Keg to grab -but lo!-what 's this frail Reed
Who shouts and stomps-and what?!-will he indeed . , ; ' ¦ '
Protect the Keg with Threat of Words or Force?
/Not in the vice-like Grip of Stokes , of course. )
Might versus Ri ght , the famous Strugg le starts;
Then all is quiet-damaged Minds and Hearts
Survey the Scene. The Phi Delts all decree
That Lambd a shall regret this Infamy.
Call in Stu-J <Miss Evi and Miss Sue, ,
And the Remainder of their mismatched Crew):
Gorm an and Weyl and Mains and Earle and Reed
(And while you're at it, tell the, Dean indeed) .
Spend three Weeks finding Evidence , and then
Make Sense of Stories. Hear the Gentlemen
Tell This and That and That and This and That ,
And subde Truth : in pace requiescat .
You 're damned , damned J ocks, and now you'll pay the Price
Of Years and Years of failing to act nice
To Phis and Xis and Chis and other Guys.
We've had Enough ; please tell us no more Lies.
Defeat. But is this not the U.S.A.?
So what the errant "Verdi ct of Stu-J ?
The Dean will ju dge with much more Sanity.
But what is this?! Is Stu-J 's Vanity
More apt to be appeased than common Sense?
I guess it is. Althoug h the Dean looks tense
He does not choose to look at Evidence.
"Appeal ! Appeal!" scream the teamin g Hordes ;
"And take your Case to the Hauss of the Lord.
"Speaking of Lord , the good reverend Gus"HeTl do us right-and in Clarey we trust. "
So Evi and Sue B. (smart Alex too)
Tell their same Stories-Nothin g much is new.
(Well , some have chan ged their Stories; not enough,
Though, Friends, to sway the minds of Richard , Charles, and Gus.)
So RELS it is, the End of Colby 's Line;
Will he suspend the Sentenc e, void the Fine?
Forget it Guys , this game was Dominoes ;
See you next Fall , brave Twins of Lambda Chi ,
Pack up your 'Bags-don 't stop to wender w hy.
Wat ch your loud steps next year-don *t push , don 't shove :
Nothing more violent than falling in Love.
Take out your Anger on the football field;
Lead the white Mules to Glory; never yield.
And pract ice hard , lend Ears to Dick McGec ;
Lift Weights, run Sprints, and think ; of Victory.
Most people will agree 'twas not your fault ,
E'en if Stu-J didst dare call it Assault.
It 's over now, you 're left to pay yowr Dues.
J us t don 't bump into either Evi or Sue.
For if we 've learned one thing from this great Row,
ll 'st PRE CEDEN T IS HO LIER THAN THOUi

Founded in 1877, the ECHO is published weekly , except during vacation s and

examina tion periods , by the students of Col by College. All correspondence should be
address ed to Edito r, Colby ECHd , Colby College, Waterville, Maine , ' 04901. The ECHO
is represented by th e College Advertising Service and the National Educati onal Advertis ing Service, Inc. for national advertising. Entered as second class mail at Waterv ille, Maine
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There are no words to express the extent of our gratitude for the extra
effort made by both Sue Erb and Cathy Fiske in the production of this
issue - we can only say 'thanks '.
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Page Twenty -three
Column space is reserved for student
opinion. Any student who -wishes to submit a commentary is asked to discuss it
with the editor at least one week before
the publication date.
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All letters must be signed end submitted by Monday evening. Names will be withheld upon request
The Colby ECHO reserves the right to shorten any
letter.If we receive several letters concerning one
topi c of int eres t , we may print only a representative letter.

Thank You

Celebration

To the Editor:
1 would like to thank all those who
donated blood for my mother on Tuesday
I never dreamed so many would come and
I was deeply touched by their generosity
and thoughtfullness.
Thank you,
Cynthia Pigott

Wh y Wome n?
To the Editor :
When voicing an opinion, one always
runs the risk of offending some people.
This letter is by no means a malicious jab
at the coordinators of Women's Week, but
rather a personal expression.
The whole motivational drive behind the
plight of the feminist movement evades
me. It is my contention that if one considers oneself an oppressed minority, one
should seek equality; not by using this
position as an excuse, but by proving
throug h achievements that one is worthy
of equality. We are fortunate in this
society in that usually a person with
excelling qualities is recognized. "
Rather than perpetuating the historical
difference between men and women by
distinguishing between "feminist photographers and photograp hers and "feminist
aut hors " and authors and so on, one
should attempt to eradicate these distinction. If women seek equality with men
(This is under the assumption that an
inequality does exist), they should not
mon opoliz e on pas t preju dices as a sex ,
but should prove themselves as individuals.
Surely , this is the key to success for women
and men.
So, why celeb rat e W omen's Week? By
p icking out suppose d minori ties , w e are
acknow ledging their roles as minorities and
continuing .the belief. A much more constructive effort would be to draw attention
to the strong points of our society. Why
no t celebrat e the accomp lishments of artists as a whole or authors or whatever?
In so doing, women wo uld be include d in
this celebration as well as all deserving
members of the respective professions.
Sincerely,
Alice R. Langer

by Sue Erb
One very Cold November afternoon ,
Phyllis Mannocchi, an English professor,.
walked into the Dean of Housing's office.
She had never met Janice Armo "Seitzenger
before. Yet they immediately realized they
had two things in common: they were both
3rd generation Italian-American, and they
both wanted the Colby community to become aw are of women's issues. Both
thought that the best way to focus on
these issues would be to organize the first
Women's Week at Colby College. Since that
day, Mannocchi and Seitzenger have proved
that one should never underestimate the
energy of short Italian Women.
The call went out for help. Pat Chasse,
Director of Student Activities was the first
to respond and since that time, he has remained the token male on the committee.
His contributation , however, has been much
more than token; despite an already busy
schedule he has devoted long and hard
hours to the committee's work. The response from the rest of the Colby Community was encouraging.
Sigma Kappa, Chi Omega and the Women's group all discovered that they could
work together. Other students, faculty, administrative staff and wives of professors
met every Monday afternoon for two and
Commentary

Fore ign Students:
Restatemen
t
A
b y Larry Bran y an

I recently wrote an article:entitled,
"Foreign Students: A Lack of Initiative?"
in the commentary section of the ECHO.
Mr, Sunday Omatseye of the International
Relations Club, whose proposals I criticized, bitterly complained that what I wrote
was inaccurate.
In the conversation that I had with
Mr, Omatseye, it was revealed chat many
of t he t rue issues had never b een cle arly
stated in his article "Consider the Foreign
Students." In an attempt to pacify some of
the indignan t foreign s tuden ts , I wish to restate the lot of the minority students.
Mr. Omatseye informs me that many
of the minority foreign students are effectively imported by Colby from their native
countries. Apparendy the administration
pays these students' airfares , room , board
and tui tion , in addition to a general grant
for necessities. The maj ority of Colby's
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a half months. The diversity of the people warding for those involved than the actual
involved often led to heated debate on wo- event tiey have organized.
men's issues but there were also moments
"Women's Week" - don 't just wrinkle
of laughter, excitement, frustration and
your nose or make some snide sexist commass confusion . Nevertheless, one goal
ment. Forget your stere otyped notions of
united the efforts of all - a common goal
the Women's Movement, of Women 's Libof a week dedicated to women's issues -and bers and bra-burning demonstrations - it's
women's achievements.
all media hype.
In February, the schedule began to take
The real women's movement involves
a more concrete form , and responsibility
many different women from different sowas delegated to subcommittees to plan
cial classes holding diverse political opinions
each day of Women's Week . Their work de-.- and living diverse life styles. Colby's Womanded writing letters, making phone calls, men 's Week is an expression of that moveraising money and organizing people; it all
ment. It is a celebration of the pride that
took time , lots of it. Time away from
today 's women take in their individual acstudies, work and leisure. Perhaps these
complishments and in the goals that they
have achieved by working together. Come
planning stages, with their intense planning
celebrate with us.
and cooperation , will prove to be more re-

foreign students.are not in this situation,
and as such , the statements .that I made on
the basis oi what I read in Mr. Omarseye's
article were correct,
The foreign students who are either
on full or nearl y full financial aid tend to
suffer more than the majority of foreign
students. If what Mr. Omatseye says is true,
then it would appear that most of these
students are extremely discontented with
Colby. The primary cause for their discontentment is cited to be the apparent lack
of concern by the administration for their
welfare during vacations. I asked Mr. Omatseye what he felt ought t o be d one to help
these students. He suggested that one car
should be made availa b le for forei gn students to use during vacations. This car could
be signed for by a student or group of students who would then be responsible for
its care. Access to tlie car would be limited

# *************

AUTO PARIS, CSC

to vacations, enabling forei gn students to
have an alternative to staying on campus or
living with campus friends.

***** *
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KENNEDY MEMORIAL DRIVE
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Mr. Omatseye believes that some temporary vacation accommodation would also
be useful. He explained that the availability
of a few rooms in Roberts and the use of a
kitchen range would be of immense benefit. I am not sure of the practicality of this
proposal, but in theory it does not seem to
be too much to ask.
Tie third of Mr- Omatseye's proposals
is that Colby either establish its own summer
scho ol prog ram or pay for forei gn' students
to attend a summer program at some other
institution. The logic behind this proposal
is that it saves students the cost of returning home and provides them with a firm
summer base , which th ey could otherwise
not afford.
It woujd not only be interesting but
illuminating if one of the forei gn s tudents
who suffers as a result of financial constraints
was to state his or her case via the ECHO.
In so doing, the foreign students' case might
be strengthened as a result of some accurate
__
documentation.
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